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Rescuing Moscow ’s Cats
Catering to Russia ’s Growing
List of Millionaires
The Message Is the Product
R u s s i a n Wine C o u n t r y

Russia’s Railways
Resurgent

Individuality and Perfection
Presidents and heads of states, ministers,
top politicians, businessmen and women,
artists and professional athletes have found
the ideal and unique tailor. The Imperial
Tailoring Co. is based on an English classical system of tailoring for suits, shirts,
trousers and overcoats, which enables us
to emphasize the advantages of a client’s
figure and his/her individuality and completely hide his/her shortcomings.
The Imperial Tailoring Co. offers an incredible selection of more than 10,000 fabrics
from famous global manufacturers such as
Scabal (England), Holland & Sherry (Scotland), Dormeuil (France), Ermenegildo
Zegna, Loro Piana, Piacensa (Italy),
including exclusive collections such as the
Diamond Chip (Super 150’s), Gold Treasure (Super 150’s with gold thread), Lapis
Lazuli (Super 150’s), Temptation (Super
200’s with Vicuna), Inspiration (Super
200’s), Exceptional (Super 200’s),
Masterpiece Gold (Super 220’s) and
Summit (Super 250’s).
At each client’s first visit, The Imperial
Tailoring Co. takes 36 measurements,
which are used to create an individual pattern for the client. This pattern is then saved
in a computer and can be used for future
orders. In case of any changes to a client’s
figure, adjustments can be made to these
measurements at any time with ease.
The whole process occurs in the center of
Moscow not far from the Red Square
under the 17th century arches of the Gostiniy Dvor, where The Imperial Tailoring
Co. waits for its clients with an array of
high-quality services, professional tailors
and an imperial atmosphere, where clients
are offered the best grades of Scotch
whisky, French cognac and Cuban cigars
on one of its comfortable leather couches.

www. mytailor.ru
info@mytailor.ru
Russia
Moscow, Ribniy Pereulok, 2
Gostiniy Dvor, Entrance 17
Tel: + 7 495 232-1441
St. Petersburg, Vedenskogo Kanala str., 7
Business Center "Farvater”, office 203
Tel: + 7 812 907-4141

Ukraine
Kiev, Bolshaiya Zhitomirskaya str., 34, office 6
Tel: + 38 039 247-1122

Kazakhstan
Astana, Abaya str., 41
Tel: + 7 3172 326-161, 326-464
Almatiy, Panfilova str., 113/56, corner of Gogol str.
Tel: + 7 3272 588-220, 587-617
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This has been an exciting season for
us, as Passport opens doors to South East
Asia, as we covered events from the
Indonesian Charity Bazaar to the anniversary of Malaysian Independence Day.
We welcome a new contributor to our
pages, James Blake, the Business News
presenter at Russia Today TV Channel. In
this issue he explores the massive undertaking which is transforminmg the Russian
Railways from a creaky Soviet behemoth
into an efficient business machine of the 21st Century. Our
cover depicts the new High Speed Train being developed for
Russia by Siemens, in Germany. In an accompanying article
our Managing Editor, John Bonar, rode the rails in the new luxury coach introduced on the Tolstoy Express between Moscow
and Helsinki.
Indefatigable Wine and Dining editor Charles Borden
heads to Anapa, to explore the surrounding countryside which
is the home of Russian wine. He also feasts at Cafe Roset on
Kutozovsky Prospekt, and reviews the delicacies on offer. We
also undertook a Whisky Tasting as a ‘one-off’. An intrepid
panel tasted the single malt whiskies from a number of Scottish
regions.
Our coverage of our community deepens with Susan
Hetherington launching a new series on English-language religious worship in Moscow with a visit to the Good News
Church. Sophie Larder travels to Rostov-Veliky and reports on
the splendours of this bastion of Kieven Rus, part of the ‘Golden Ring .
Passport is continually seeking out new talent and is
pleased to include work throughout this issue by the young talented photographer Liza Azarova, who has become an enthusiastic member of our team.
As always, there are plenty of events, exhibitions and performances in this vibrant city and you can find all the listings in
the pages of Passport Magazine. Have a splendid Fall. Next
month we will be well on the way to Winter.
John Ortega
Publisher-Owner

What’s On in Moscow in October
Classical Music: Moscow Philharmonia Academic Symphony Orchestra, Yekaterina Mechetina
(piano) performing Tchaikovsky Serenade for
string orchestra, Mozart Concerto #21 for piano
and orchestra, Rachmaninov Symphonic
Dances. Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, 19:00.

Rudin (cello), Aleksandr Knyazev (cello) performing Rachmaninov Rhapsody on the Theme
of Paganini, Saint-Saens Introduction and
Rondo Capriccioso for violin and orchestra,
Tchaikovsky Variations on a Rococo Theme for
cello and orchestra, Shostakovich Symphony #9.
Great Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.
Ballet: Love Adagio at New Ballet (Moscow
State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 19:00.
Hip-Hop: GUF and Zentr Band at 16 Tons,
22:00.
Opera: Rimsky-Korsakov Snowmaiden. New
Stage of the Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 6.

6

Classical Music: Prokofiev Quartet, Aleksandr
Bonduryansky (piano), Yevgeny Petrov (clarinet)
performing Tchaikovsky and Prokofiev. Rachmaninov Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.
Ballet: Minkus Don Quixote. New Stage of the
Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 3.
Opera: Verdi Rigoletto. Galina Vishnevskaya
Opera Center, 19:00.
Blues: Giya Dzagnidze and Modern Blues
Band. JVL Art Club, 21:00. Also on October 8,
15, 22, and 29.
Comic Opera: Shostakovich, The Big Lightning.
Helikon-1, 19:00 and 20:30.

2

New Jazz: Adam Klipple (USA), Masahiko Satoh
(Japan), Brotzmann-Pliakas-Wertmueller (Germany, Switzerland). DOM Cultural Center, 21:00.
Classical Music: Moscow Conservatory Symphony Orchestra, Denis Matsuyev (piano) performing Rachmaninov, Teneyev. Great Hall of
the Conservatory, 19:00.

3

Classical Music: Russian National Orchestra,
Mikhail Pletnyov (conductor) performing
Shostakovich Symphony #1, Symphony #15.
Great Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.

4

Ballet: Adam Giselle. Grigorovich’s version. New
Stage of the Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 8
and 15.
Intuitive Music: Markus Stockhausen (trumpet, Germany) and Tara Bouman (clarinet, UK).
DOM Cultural Center, 21:00.

Classical Music: Tchaikovsky Great Symphony
Orchestra , Nina Kotova (cello), Moscow State
Chamber Choir performing Tchaikovsky Variations on a Rococo Theme for cello and orchestra, Suite from The Nutcracker, Prokofiev Oratorio Ivan the Terrible. Moscow International Performing Arts Center, 19:00.
Classical Music: Moscow Soloists State Chamber Orchestra, Yury Bashmet (viola, conductor),
Tigran Alikhanov (piano) performing Bach,
Paganini, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich. Great Hall
of the Conservatory, 19:00.

Blues: Livin’ Blues (Netherlands) at Moscow
International Performing Arts Center, 19:00.
Ballet: Stray Dog Cafe, Romances and Dances
of the beginning of the XXth Century. New Ballet (Moscow State Musical Theatre of Plastic
Ballet), 19:00. Also October 28.
Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 10:00.
Rock: Okean Elzy at Apelsin Club,
21:00 to 23:00.
Opera-bouffe: Pergolesi La Serva Padrona,
Stravinsky Mavra. Helikon-1, 19:00.
Classical Music: Deans of Russian and Foreign Conservatories, Moscow Conservatory
Symphony Orchestra, Moscow Conservatory
Chamber Choir, Moscow Trio Ensemble of
Soloists, Fidan Kasimova (soprano), Huraman
Kasimova (soprano) performing Liszt, Messiaen,
Bizet-Waxman, Scriabin, Tchaikovsky, Dubkova,
Badalbeily, Karayev. Great Hall of the
Conservatory, 19:00.

9

Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 11:00.
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Ballet: Mystery – Ode to Joy, ballet to the music
of Beethoven’s Symphony #9. New Ballet
(Moscow State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 19:00
Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 11:00.

13

Classical Music: Russian National Orchestra,
Marianna Tarasova (mezzo-soprano), Vsevolod
Grivnov (tenor) performing Shostakovich Music
to the play Hamlet by William Shakespeare; Six
Poems by Marina Tsvetayeva, suite for contralto
and chamber orchestra; Six Romances on Texts
by Japanese Poets for tenor and orchestra; Symphony #6. Great Hall of the Conservatory,
19:00.
Classical Music: Moscow String Quartet,
Tigran Alikhanov (piano) playing Beethoven,
Brahms. Small Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.
Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 11:00.
Electronic Music: Coldcut (UK) at IKRA Club,
9pm. Also on October 14 at 22:00.
Rock: Billy’s Band at 16 Tons, 23:00. Also on
October 14.

7

Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 10:00.
Classical Music: Moscow Conservatory Symphony Orchestra, Nikolay Petrov (piano), Eliso
Virsaladze (piano) performing Mozart and
Beethoven. Great Hall of the
Conservatory, 19:00.

Classical Music: Svetlanov Russia State Academic Symphony Orchestra, Nikolai Petrov
(piano), Denis Matsuyev (piano), Maksim Fedotov (violin), Alyona Bayeva (violin), Aleksandr

Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 11`;00.
Opera: Desyatnikov Rosenthal’s Children. New
Stage of the Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 14.
Opera-bouffe: Mozart La finta giardiniera.
Helikon-1, 7pm. Also on October 12.

Rock/Pop: Electric Light Orchestra Part II (UK)
at Apelsin Club, 9pm to 23:00.

8

5

11

10

Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 11:00.
Opera: Bellini Norma. Novaya Opera, 7pm.

Retro-Lounge: The Real Tuesday Weld (UK) at
Club on Brestskaya, 22:00.

14

Classical Music: Shostakovich Symphony #13
performed by Tchaikovsky State Academic
Great Symphony Orchestra, Moscow State Academic Chamber Choir, Sergey Aleksashkin
(bass). Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, 19:00.
Ballet: Vicious-Chaste Baroque. New Ballet
(Moscow State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 19:00.
Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 13:00.
Opera: Mozart Apollo et Hyacinthus. Helikon-1,
19:00. Also on October 15.

15

Tennis: Kremlin Cup 2006. Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 13:30.
Rock: Pyogenesis at Tabula Rasa Club, 19:00.
World Music: Yarga Trio (Aleksandr Leonov,
vocal, folk instruments; Olga Gaidamak, violin,
vocal; Mario, percussion). DOM Cultural Center, 21:00.

Photos kindly provided by Kontramarka (495) 933 3200 and Parter (495) 258 0000
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What’s On in Moscow in October
16

Jazz: Aleksandr Dovnar (piano) at JVL Art
Club, 21:00.

17

Classical Music: Viktor Tretyakov (violin),
Svetlanov Russia State Academic Symphony
Orchestra, Yury Bashmet (viola) performing
Brahms Concerto for violin and orchestra, Bruch
Concerto for violin, viola and orchestra. Great
Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.
Classical Music: Guy Bovet (Switzerland,
organ) performing Bach, Mozart, Schumann,
Ravel, Bovet. Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, 7pm.
Lounge Music: Yonderboi in Tinkoff private
brewery, 22:00.

21

Classical Music: Novaya Rossiya State Symphony Orchestra, Yevgeny Bushkov with the
program “DSCH, Who and Why?” Tchaikovsky
Concert Hall, 15:00.
Classical Music: Bach-Busoni, Schubert-Liszt,
Debussy, Verdi-Liszt performed by Irina
Bogachyova (mezzo-soprano), Yulia Simonova
(soprano), Olesya Petrova (mezzo-soprano), Margarita Gritskova (mezzo-soprano), Yelena Gaudasinskaya (piano). Small Hall of the
Conservatory, 19:00.
Jazz: David El-Malek and his quartet (France) at
Moscow International Performing Arts
Center, 19:00.
Ballet: Love Adagio at New Ballet (Moscow
State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 7pm.
Alternative Music: Tequilajazzz at
16 Tons, 23:00.
Ballet: Khachaturian Spartacus. New Stage of
the Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 22.
Ballet: Tchaikovsky The Nutcracker. Novaya
Opera, 19:00. Also on October 22.
Classical Music: Pratum Integrum playing
Telemann. Moscow International Performing
Arts Center, 19:00.
Roza Mira Festival: Film “Sex and Philosophy”
by Mohsen Makhmalbaf (Iran). Central House of
Writers, 19:00.
Roza Mira Festival: Film “Breaking News” by
Johnnie To Kei-Fung (Hong Kong). Central
House of Writers, 21:00.

Opera: Verdi Macbeth. New Stage of the
Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 18.
Opera: Rimsky-Korsakov The Tsar’s Bride.
Novaya Opera, 19:00.
Jazz: Aleksandr Kostarev (guitar)
at TsDKh, 19:00.

22

18

23

Classical Music: Russia State Academic
Symphony Chapel performing Tchaikovsky
The Enchantress. Great Hall of the
Conservatory, 19:00.
Tango: Tango Emocion at Mir Concert Hall,
19:00. Through October 22.
Opera: Bizet Les pecheurs de perles. Novaya
Opera, 19:00.
Blues: Levan Lomidze, Mikhail Sokolov, Aleksey
Belov, Nikolay Arutyunov, Sergey Voronov.
TsDKh, 19:00.

Opera: Parade of Operas Festival. Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center, 11am.
Roza Mira Festival: Film “Fulltime Killer” by
Johnnie To Kei-Fung (Hong Kong). Central
House of Writers, 19:00.
Roza Mira Festival: Andrey Bartenev’s show.
Et Cetera Moscow Theater, 20:00.

24

Ballet: Prokofiev Romeo and Juliet. Novaya
Opera, 19:00.

25

Classical Music: Konstantin Livshits (piano)
playing Shostakovich 24 Preludes and Fugues.
Great Hall of the Conservatory, 7pm.

19

Folk Music: Nikolay Nekrasov State Academic
Russian Folk Instruments Orchestra, Natalya
Datsko (soprano), Mikhail Guzhov (bass) at
Moscow International Performing Arts
Center, 19:00.
Ballet: The Poem of Fire, The Poem of Ecstasy,
Kisses on the Keyboard to music of Skriabin.
New Ballet (Moscow State Musical Theatre of
Plastic Ballet), 7pm.
Rock: Deep Purple at Olimpiysky Sport
Complex, 7pm.
Rock: Korney at 16 Tons, 10pm.
Ballet: Glazunov Raymonda. New Stage of the
Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on October 20.
Opera: Mussorgsky Boris Godunov. Helikon-2,
19:00. Also on October 20 and 21.
Classical Music: Mikhail Voskresensky (piano),
Moscow Trio Ensemble of Soloists, Aleksei
Nasedkin (piano), Vladimir Ovchinnikov (piano),
Shostakovich Quartet, Tigran Alikhanov (piano)
performing Beethoven, Schumann, Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky. Great Hall of the
Conservatory, 19:00.

20

Electronic Music: Luk at 16 Tons, 11pm.
Blues: Levan Lomidze and Blues Cousins. JVL
Art Club, 21:00.
Roza Mira Festival: Sevara (Uzbekistan) at
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, 19:00.

27

Classical Music: Tchaikovsky State Academic
Great Symphony Orchestra, Guenter Neuhold
(Austria, conductor), Vadim Rudenko (piano),
Aleksey Volodin (piano) performing Mozart
Overture to opera Don Giovanni, Concerto No.10
for two pianos and orchestra, Strauss Also
sprach Zarathustra. Great Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.
Classical Music: Garry Grodberg (organ) playing Bach. Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, 19:00.

Rock: Tanzy Minus at Mir Concert Hall, 7pm.
Rock: Delfin at 16 Tons, 23:00.
Opera: Verdi Rigoletto. Novaya Opera, 7pm.
Opera: Rimsky-Korsakov The Tsar’s Bride. Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center, 19:00.
Opera: Tchaikovsky Mazepa. Helikon-1, 19:00.
Also on October 28 and 29.

28

Ballet: Manuel de Falla Le Tricone, Tchaikovsky
Les Presages, Offenbach Gaite Parisienne. Main
Stage of the Bolshoi, 19:00. Also on
October 29.
Classical Music: Moscow Conservatory Symphony Orchestra, Nataliya Gutman (cello) performing Shostakovich. Great Hall of the Conservatory, 19:00.

29

Classical Music: Russia State Academic Symphony Orchestra, Mark Gorenshtein (conductor), Boris Berezovsky (piano), George Cleve
(conductor, USA) performing Brahms Concerto
#1 for piano and orchestra, Symphony #4.
Moscow International Performing Arts
Center, 19:00
Opera: Rubinstein Demon. Novaya Opera,
19:00.

30

Classical Music: Nikolay Znaider (violin, Denmark-Israel), Robert Kulek (piano) performing
Beethoven, Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Shostakovich.
Moscow International Performing
Arts Center, 7pm.
Roza Mira Festival: Dovlatman Hollov (Tajikistan) at DOM Cultural Center, 9pm.

26

Classical Music: Russia National Philharmonic Orchestra, Vladimir Spivakov (conductor),
Tatyana Pavlovskaya (soprano) performing
Strauss Introduction to opera Capriccio, Four
Songs for voice and orchestra, Mahler Symphony #4 for soprano and orchestra. Great Hall of
the Conservatory, 19:00.
Ballet: Mystery – Ode to Joy, ballet to the music
of Beethoven’s Symphony No.9 performed by
New Ballet (Moscow State Musical Theatre of
Plastic Ballet). Et Cetera Theater, 21:00.
Roza Mira Cultural Festival: Brothers
Dzhunushevs (Kyrgyzstan) at DOM Cultural
Center, 21:00.

Opera: Verdi Rigoletto. Galina Vishnevskaya
Opera Center, 19:00.

31

Ballet: Illustrations for Autumn Leisures, musical-poetic play. New Ballet (Moscow State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 7pm.
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K i d s ‘ n ’ C u l t u re
1
Opera: The Mermaid. Sats Children’s Musical
Theatre, 12:00. Also on October 29 at
12:00 and 16:00.
Musical: Nothing but Miracles. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 15:00.
Opera: Valdgardt The Cat’s House.
Novaya Opera, 12:00.

Opera: Minkov Mystery of Magic Words. Sats
Children’s Musical Theatre, 12:00.
Opera: Tchaikovsky Royal Love, or Winter Tale
(opera-bouffe). Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 18:00.

20

8

Drama: Bu-ra-ti-no! Teresa Durova Clowning
Theater, 12:00 and 16:00. Also on October 22.

Drama: Child and Magic. Sats Children’s Musical
Theatre, 16:00.

Opera-Tale: The Snow Queen. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 112:00 and 16:00.
Drama: Et Cetera Moscow Theater
performing Alan Milne The Ugly Duckling.
Moscow International Performing
Arts Center, 14:00.

5

11

4

Operetta: Kulygin Tales of Puss-in-Boots. Sats
Children’s Musical Theatre, 16:00. Also on October
21 at 12:00 and 16:00.

6
Ballet: Tchaikovsky Swan Lake. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 18:00.
Drama: Once Upon a Time Winnie-thePooh…Teresa Durova Clowning Theater, 5pm. Also
on October 7 at 12:00 and 15:00.

Ballet: Bluebird of Happiness. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 16:00.

12
Drama: Brave Soldier and Old Tinder Box. Sats
Children’s Musical Theatre, 18:00.

Musical: Shelygin Neznaika’s Trip. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 16:00.

21
22
Musical: Yakushenko Wizard of the Emerald City.
Sats Children’s Musical Theatre, 12:00 and 16:00.

Classical Music: Spivakov International Charity
Fund scholars performing Mozart, Chopin,
Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich and Piazzolla. Moscow
International Performing Arts Center, 14:00.
Ballet: Tchaikovsky The Nutcracker.
Novaya Opera, 14:00.

26
Ballet: Khachaturian Cipollino. Sats Children’s
Musical Theatre, 16:00.

29

7

Puppets: Cat Vaska and His Friends performed
by Obraztsova Central Puppet Theater, 14:00.

Ballet: Thumbelina, plastic ballet to the music of
Vivaldi Le Quattro Stagioni. New Ballet (Moscow
State Musical Theatre of Plastic Ballet), 15:00. Also
on October 14 and 28.

14
Musical: Yakushenko Princess Frog. Sats Children’s Musical Theatre, 12:00 and 16:00.
Opera: Rimsky-Korsakov The Golden Cockerel.
New Stage of the Bolshoi, 12pm.

15
Opera-Ballet: Podheiz Thumbelina. Sats Children’s Musical Theatre, 12:00 and 16:00.

VENUES
16 Tons 6 Presnensky Val, Bldg. 1.
M. 1905 Goda. Tel: (495) 253-5300.
Apelsin Club 11 Ul. Shvernika,
Bldg. 1. M. Akademicheskaya.
Tel: (495) 718-1600.
B2 Club 8 Bolshaya Sadovaya.
M. Mayakovskaya.
Tel: (495) 209-9909.
Bolshoi Theater 1 Teatralnaya Pl.
M. Teatralnaya. Tel: (495) 250-7317.
Central House of Writers 53 Bolshaya Nikitskaya. M. Krasnopresnenskaya. Tel: (495) 291-6316.
Circus on Prospekt Vernadskogo
7 Pr. Vernadskogo. M. Universitet.
Tel: (495) 930-0272.
Children’s Fairy Theater
18 Bolshoi Fakelny Per., Bldg. 3, 4, 5.
M. Taganskaya. Tel: (495) 912-5206.
Club on Brestskaya
6 2nd Brestskaya. M. Mayakovskaya.
Tel: (495) 200-0936.
Conservatory 13 Bolshaya Nikitskaya. M. Biblioteka im. Lenina or
Okhotny Ryad. Tel: (495) 229-2060.
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Corner of Grandpa Durov Theater
4 Ul. Durova. M. Prospect Mira.
Tel: (495) 631-3047.
Dolphinarium 27 Mironovskaya Ul.
M. Semyonovskaya.
Tel: (495) 369-7966.
DOM Cultural Centre 24 B. Ovchinnikovsky Per., Bldg. 4. M. Novokuznetskaya. Tel: (495) 953-7236.
Et Cetera Moscow Theater
2 Frolov Per. M. Turgenevskaya.
Tel: (495) 781-7811.
Forum Hall 11/10
Ul. Letnikovskaya, Bldg. 7. M. Paveletskaya. Tel: (495) 589-1860.
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera
Centre 25 Ostozhenka, Bldg. 1.
M. Park Kultury. Tel: (495) 201-7703.
Helikon Opera-1 19/16 Bolshaya
Nikitskaya. M. Arbatskaya.
Tel:(495) 290-6592.
Helikon Opera-2 11 Novy Arbat.
M. Arbatskaya. Tel.: (495) 290-6592.
IKRA Club 8 Ul. Kazakova.
M. Kurskaya. Tel. (495) 505-5351.
Infinity Club 15 Ul. Druzhin-

nikovskaya. M. Krasnopresnenskaya.
Tel: (945) 363-9955.
JVL Art Club 14/19 Novoslobodskaya, Bldg. 7. M. Novoslobodskaya.
Tel: (495) 978-2319.
Le Club 21 Verhnyaya
Radishchevskaya. M. Taganskaya.
Tel: (495) 915-1042.
Mir Concert Hall 11 Tsvetnoi
Bulvar. M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar.
Tel: (495) 624-9647.
Moscow International
Performing Arts Centre 52 Kosmodamianskaya Naberezhnaya,
Bldg. 8. M. Belorusskaya.
Tel: (495) 730-1011.
Moscow Puppet Theater 1 Petrovskie Linii. M. Kuznetsky Most.
Tel: (495) 200-4734.
New Ballet (Moscow State
Musical Theater of Plastic Ballet)
25/2 Novaya Basmannaya, Bldg. 2.
M. Krasnye Vorota.
Tel: (495) 261-7603.
Nikulin Moscow Circus on
Tsvetnoi Bulvar 13 Tsvetnoi Bulvar.

M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar.
Tel.: (495) 200-0668.
Novaya Opera 3 Karetny Ryad.
M. Pushkinskaya or Tverskaya.
Tel: (495) 200-0868.
Olympiysky Sport Complex
16 Olimpiysky Prospect. M. Prospect
Mira. Tel: (495) 688-3777,
(495) 688-5322.
Sats Children’s Musical Theater
5 Prospect Vernadskogo.
M. Universitet. Tel.: (495) 930-7021.
State Kremlin Palace Kremlin.
M. Aleksandrovsky Sad.
Tel.: (495) 928-5232.
Tabula Rasa 28 Komsomolsky
Prospect. M. Frunzenskaya.
Tel.: (495) 248-6688.
Teresa Durova Clowning Theater
6 Pavlovskaya. M. Dobryninskaya.
Tel: (495) 237-1689.
Tinkoff private brewery
11 Protochny Per. M. Smolenskaya.
Tel: (495) 777-3300.
TsDKh 10 Krymsky Val.
M. Oktyabrskaya. Tel: (495) 238-9634.

Moscow Museums and Galleries
2nd International Doll Salon
Doll-collecting captivates more
and more people, from Bruce Willis to Anastasia Volochkova. It is
no longer mere entertainment for
kids or even a hobby – the best
dolls are now recognized as true
works of art. For the second year
in a row Moscow hosts an International Doll Salon which will
exhibit dolls by Russian politicians
and celebrities, and Dutch and
French artists. For those interested
in creating dolls themselves, there
will be several master classes held
by the leading artists.

October 12 - October 15
T-Modul Exhibition Hall,
1 Tishinskaya Ploschad,
M. Mayakovskaya or
Krasnopresnenskaya,
Tel: (495) 254-1572.
AIDAN GALLERY
Artpole (Artfield) Technology
If last year’s exhibition was
leisurely spread out on a field off
Rublyovka, this year it has
changed in disposition and conception. Situated in front of the
Micron plant in Zelenograd and
much smaller in size, it aims to
suggest the plastic embodiment of
the intersection of art and technology. Enormous computer keys
lying on the grass at Nadezhda
Dyomkina’s fancy, or Konstantin
Latyshev’s Kremlin star sticking out
of the ground – all the sculptures
(there are 18 of them this year)
show how the digital and real
space intertwine in modern life.
Through October 10
Zelenograd, 41st km of Leningradskoye Shosse, Micron
Plant, Tel: (495) 251-3734.
E.K. ARTBUREAU
Nikita Alekseyev: Prayer
Towels for Karachokheli

Karachokheli were craftsmen who
lived in Tbilisi at the turn of the
20th century. They used to wear
black kaftans, chokhi, and most of
their time was spent in dukhan, or
little restaurants, singing wistful
songs, talking of life and death
and having wild fun. Nikita Alekseyev speaks of his love for Armenia through his creations of towels
for karachokheli that bear signs of
conviviality and melancholy, wisdom and foolishness.
Through October 20
4 Maly Kiselny Per., M. Lubyanka or Turgenevskaya, 15:0020:00 Mon, Tues, Sun, closed
Wed, Thurs, Fri and Sat.
Tel: (495) 768-6591.

3/8 Ul. Ilyinka, Bldg. 5,
M. Ploschad Revolutsii or
Kitai-Gorod, 10:00 to 18:00.
Tel: (495) 101-2102.

GALEYEV GALLERY
Max Penson
For a very long time Max Penson
was the primary photographer of
the East in the Soviet Empire,
focusing on areas such as Uzbekistan. Stunned by the antiquity and
grandeur of Tashkent after moving
there from Turkestan, he stayed on
to record the rapid changes that
took place. The chronicler of the
Ferghana Canal construction and
winner of the 1938 Paris World
Fair Grand Prix for his “Uzbek
Madonna,” Max Penson appears
in Moscow with a personal exhibition for the first time.
Through October 31

nessed great historical events in
Russia through his camera lens.
His career was launched with
photos of the preparations of the
flight of the Rodina, in which three
women pilots flew 5909 km nonstop from Moscow to the Far East
in 1938 and set a new world distance record for women. The exhibition mainly presents Ustinov’s
prewar works that are less known
but are invaluable for their documentary authenticity.
October 17 - October 31
Hall A51, TsDKh, 10 Krymsky
Val, M. Park Kultury, 11:00 to
19:00, closed Mon.
Tel: (495) 238-7753.

19/6 B. Kozikhinsky Per.,
M. Pushkinskaya or Barrikadnaya, 11:00 to 19:00 Tues to
Fri 12:00 to 18:00 Sat and
Sun. Tel: (495) 699-8383.
GARY TATINTSIAN
GALLERY, INC
Yasumasa Morimura
Yasumasa Morimura is the photographer, the stage manager and
the main protagonist in his works.
There he merges the Orient and
the Occident, the history of world
art and modern techniques.
Despite the irony and seeming
simplicity of his style, his works are
full of images that communicate
the contradictions emerging from
the frontiers of tradition and the
present. In Moscow art lovers will
be able to see his photographs
created in the style of the paintings
of Francisco Goya and Frida
Kahlo.
October 18-November 30

LUMIERE BROTHERS
PHOTOGALLERY
Aleksandr Ustinov Flight
This renowned photojournalist wit-

NOVY MANEZH
Gifts to the Leaders
You can say a lot about a person
from the gifts he receives. But if the
receiver is the country’s supreme
leader and those who present
them vary from an average Soviet
citizen to prominent scientists and
other heads of states, the gifts then
speak of the society. Some 500
gifts and their history through documents and interviews of the
givers give a remarkable insight of
Soviet society and the history of
the country from Lenin to Gorbachev’s times.
October 27-November 30

3/3 Georgiyevsky Per., Bldg.
3, M. Okhotny Ryad, 10am to
7pm, closed Mon,
Tel: (495) 692-4459.
REGINA GALLERY

Zenita Komad Zenita Grad
According to Komad her works
reflect her personal perception
and uses herself as a kind of “thermostat”. Her interests vary from
video and drawings to light sculptures although painting remains
the most important aspect of her
art. Albeit rather young, Zenita
Komad has already made herself
heard and seen in the Vienna art
scene.
Through November 1
22 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya,
M. Belorusskaya, 12:00 to
21:00 Tues. to Fri, 12:00 to
18:00 Sat, closed Mon, Sun,
Tel: (495) 250-8571.
RUARTS GALLERY
Pyotr Aksyonov: The
Tragedy of Snow White
The artist, well-known in media
and fashion circles, applies the
characters from the Brothers
Grimm’s fairy tale to today, only
to discover that the image of the
gentle Snow White is outshined by
the Queen, her narcissistic and
vainglorious stepmother. Wicked
is the kind of beauty that inspires
the world of fashion and cinematography and those who represent it happily enjoy buying Aksyonov’s works.
Through October 30

10 1st Zachatyevsky per.,
M. Kropotkinskaya, 12pm to
8pm, closed Mon, Sun.
Tel: (495) 201-4475.
STATE TRETYAKOV GALLERY
(NEW)
Sculpture in Wood. 20th
Century
Russian artists turned to the wood
as a versatile material only at the
beginning of the 20th century.
From then until now it rose and
dropped in popularity from
decade to decade. Right now it is
very popular, due to its availability and inexhaustible opportunities.
The Tretyakov Gallery displays a
large collection of wooden sculptures and displays works by wellknown and less-known artists.
Through November 5
10 Krymsky Val,
M. Oktyabrskaya or Park
Kultury, 10:00 to 19:30, closed
Mon Tel: (495) 238-1378.
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Photo by Tania Teschke

Did you know that
Moscow, like any sophisticated city in the world, can provide hotel living with all the
conveniences of a hotel and
the somewhat glamorous
feeling of striding through a
stylish lobby, knowing that
the maid came that day to
change your linens, clean
your bathroom, and tidy up
your room? Why would a
resident of Moscow consider a hotel? Have you seen
the prices for rentals? Have
you checked out the grim and grimy entrances and lobbies (what lobbies?) in most of the apartment buildings?
Have you checked out the lighting and elevators in these
buildings? What lighting? And THAT is the elevator I will
be using to get to my triple-locked, padded-like-an-insane
asylum apartment door? Well yes, when it works.
The thought of living in a triple star hotel seemed like a
great alternative and I checked with a few friends who are
doing just that – living in Moscow’s version of the Plaza
Hotel, living the life of the glamorous “hotel resident” for
months and years. I investigated their domestic situation
and, sadly, the staffs of these hotels are still operating
under Soviet standards as far as tender loving care for
their residents. Maid service – yes! But I discovered the
flip side of every day maid service – they know all about
your life. Your overnight visitors, your domestic crises, your
personal habits. And the maid service can evolve into
something between your kindly grandmother offering
advise and opinions on your lifestyle, and your nagging
mother asking why you leave your dirty dishes in the sink
for weeks on end. Yes, most of these hotels provide miniscule kitchens, but definitely not dishwashing. One of my
hotel friends noticed how the maid, every day, took out
the dirty dishes, cleaned the sink and neatly put back the
dirty dishes back into the cleaned sink. The standoff went
on for weeks until my friend left town for an extended time
and the maid broke down and washed the dishes – once.
The hotels have the safety and glamour of a lobby;
fun to sit in, and nice to walk through; the friendly hotel
staff at the front desk and a doorman at the lobby
entrance. Perhaps they are not like the Plaza where the
doorman tips his hat in welcome and the desk clerk says
hello and wishes you a good evening. Here in Moscow,
the “doorman” more than likely will chase you into the
lobby if you don’t show your identification ID each and
every time you enter, even if he has seen you every day
for months. The front desk staff? What do they know
about the lack of hot water in your room? Perhaps they
know, but they are not telling. But they do tell you when
your monthly room rate is going up with a smile on their
face. Will this drive you out to look for an apartment?
Not likely. Why pay the same huge amount of money
and trade your mother/maid and security guard for a
shabby apartment. At least the hotel’s elevator works!

Indonesian
Charity Bazaar
Photos by Indoesian Embassy

It’s Not Eloise at
the Plaza Hotel Linda Lippner
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On August 26 the Embassy of Indonesia demonstrated once
again their refinement of the art of mixing fun with serious business. The Indonesian Summer Charity Bazaar, held on
Embassy grounds as part of Independence Day celebrations,
attracted some 800 people and highlighted the rich cultural
heritage of the country. With a bowl of mi bakso in one hand
and a seaweed punch in the other while watching performers
in national dress, one could think he is in Bali, were it not for
the chilly Moscow breeze. Proceeds from the bazaar were
donated to the victims of the tsunami and earthquake in Java,
Indonesia.

Community

BUSINESS

CYPRUS
Independence Day

NIGERIA
Independence Day

GERMANY
Day of German Unity

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
National Foundation Day

1st

1st

3rd

3rd

RBCC MOSCOW RUSSIA TALK
INVESTMENT FORUM & 90TH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
Russia TALK Investment Forum
4th October, RFCCI Congress Centre,
Ilyinka 6, Moscow
RBCC RECEPTION
4th October, Saltykov Mansion,
Souvorovskaya Sq. 2, Moscow
BUSINESS SEMINAR
Moscow Arbitration –
Baker & McKenzie
26th October, Holiday Inn Lesnaya,
Moscow
For further details about RBCC Events
please contact
RBCC Moscow Events Manager,
Oxana Bagreyeva, events@rbcc.com,
tel: +7 (495) 961 21 60
ANZBIR (AUSTRALIAN NEW
ZEALAND BUSINESSMEN IN
RUSSIA).
First meeting 19th October. The Club is
being revived by David Gorrel.
For details please contact him at
anzbir@gmail.com

CHARITY
UGANDA
Independence Day

9th

EQUATORIAL GUINEA
Independence Day
12th

SPAIN
National Day

12th

ZAMBIA
Independence Day

24th

AUSTRIA
National Day

26th

TURKMENISTAN
Independence Day

27th

TURKEY
Proclamation of the
Republic Day

29th

Independence Day of
Malysia Celebrated

KIDSAVE
SAVE THE DATE! KIDSAVE’S
ANNUAL GALA 2006
Kidsave International, a US-based notfor-profit organization that connects
older orphans with permanent loving
families and caring adult mentors will
host its 4th annual Stand By Me Gala
Dinner in support of children without
parents. You are cordially invited to
attend this black-tie optional advocacy
and fundraising event on Saturday,
November 18, 2006 at YAR restaurant
in Moscow from 6:00pm till midnight.
Come and enjoy an evening of great
dinner, jazz, live “rock-n-roll” band,
charity auctions, raffle drawing and
dancing!
Please join us and invite your friends as
a way to contribute to the cause!
All gala proceeds will support Kidsave’s efforts to find permanent
homes for older children from Russian
orphanages.
Please read about Kidsave programs in
Russia on www.kidsave.org or request
information from Moscow Kidsave at
olga@kidsave.org,
valeriya@kidsave.org,
moscow@kidsave.org or
+7-499 978-3250.
CCP- THE CENTRE FOR
CURATIVE PEDAGOGICS.
Autumn festival for special-needs
children.
CCP is happy to invite special-needs
children with their parents to a special

Photos by Liza Azarova

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA
Proclamation of the Republic Day
1st

L-R, H.E. Md Janin Erih, Ambassador of Brunei Darussalam; Mrs Amerlak Prompoj and H.E. Sorayouth Prompoj, Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Thailand; H.E. Ambassador Khalis and H.E. Michael Tay, Ambassador of Singapore.

A large gathering of diplomats, businessmen and media
representatives celebrated Malaysian Independence Day at
the end of August as guests of H.E. Dato Mohamad Khalis
and Mrs Khalis in the Malaysian Embassy. Next year the
country is celebrating its 50th anniversary of independence
and has already designated year 2007 as Visit Malaysia
Year. The objectives of the campaign are to reinforce the
country's popularity as a choice tourist destination and to
reinforce Malaysia’s image as a tourist-friendly country.

Above: L-R, H.E. Mustafa Kamal Kazi, Ambassador of Pakistan; H.E. Abdulhameed Hasan, Ambassador of Bahrain and H.E. Jorge Marte Martinez,
Ambassador of Cuba.
Left: Ambassador and Mrs. Khalis greeting a guest.

Prominant Singapore businessman, Basil Rajendram (L) and
Firdaus Omar of the Malyasian Embassy
OCTOBER 2006 PASSPORT
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The Kit

Fred Flintstone

Open Season begins in Moscow on September 1st, signaled by blaring horns as Russians flock back from their summer holidays. Every vehicle and pedestrian is fair game, and
the steel carcasses jam up roads throughout the city, waiting for
GAI judges to show up to score the hunt.
To prepare, we decided to check “the kit” in our
pomegranate pyaturka; the gear that every Russian car
owner should stow for the road trips. First, a document
check. Most important is the laminated, pink tekpassport
(Certificate of Registration), which I carry in my wallet in
case the car is stolen. A doverennost (power of attorney)
from Wilma gives me permission to drive the car – if the
car is registered in my name, as a foreign citizen, it would
expire with my visa. The tekosmoter shows that the car
passed its last technical inspection, required every two
years. The OSAGO certificate shows that I have paid the
mandatory liability insurance providing coverage of up to
10,000 rubles. Finally, there are the notarized translations
of my driver’s license and passport.
Now, the bagajhnik (trunk). There are three mandatory
items, whether for a Russian car or inomark (import) – the
aptechka (first aid kit), a fire extinguisher, and a reflective triangle. Of course there is a spare tire, inner tube, tire pump, tire
jack and tools; but a real Russian might also have the tools to
remove the tire from the rim and patch it. A recent episode of
the Russian version of Top Gear demonstrated how, in an emergency, you could pull the tire half way off the rim, and provide
a patch by pouring a little gasoline inside and firing it up,
although the expert said this was only temporary and would
only get you to the nearest service station.
Next, a gas can and jumper cables, since you may forget to turn off your headlights. In our case we had a pesky
rear brake light that came on at odd times, even after we
had parked and left the car. To get a jump, just stand on the
side of the road with the cables out; it’s about as easy as
getting a gypsy cab and 100 rubles is more than a fair
price. A tow cable also comes in handy when the old girl
refuses to go further – and the same procedure applies to
get a tow as to get a jump. Of course, many a Russian driver
would never bother to ask for help or a tow; he just pops out
in the middle of the highway, and changes the tire or cleans
the carburetor, oblivious to the high-speed traffic streaming
by on all sides.
Finally, the toolbox and the spare parts. Spare parts
should include fuses, a set of spark plugs and cables, and a
carburetor cleaning and parts kit. For a pyaturka, an extra
sensor for the radiator fan is useful, since these seem to stop
working every few thousand miles, causing an overheated
engine in Moscow traffic.
In the heat of this summer in Moscow, I had to add
another item – a large bottle of cold water. For a couple of
weeks, our baby would suddenly begin to chug and then
stop dead in traffic. I had to push her off the road a couple
of times. After useless suggestions from a few helpful drivers,
I began to suspect that ancient affliction of carburetor systems – vapor lock. I finally was blessed with advice from an
inomark driver as I tried to push the car off the road in the
middle of a busy city intersection. He yelled, “You need to
pour cold water on the fuel pump – always carry a bottle of
cold water!” I ran into a nearby apteka (pharmacy) and
bought two bottles of ice cold water. It worked!
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autumn event, which will take place
at the Center for Curative Pedagogics on Thursday October 26th at
11:00. It will be a festival with a
puppet show and home-made cakes.
Parents are welcome along with the
children.
For information please go to CCP
website: ccpmain@online.ru
or contact them on
(495)-131-0683.
NASTENKA CHILDREN’S
FOUNDATION
Exhibition ‘Painetrs’ draw our future!”
This successful interactive event
anounced in Passport September
issue has been extended and will
contin ue until November 1st.
Exhibition: The Gallery in the Presnaya and The Se Te Gallery.
For details Tel: 8-926-246-0912

MUSIC
MOSCOW
INTERNATIONAL CHOIR
We are an amateur choir, who meet
every Tuesday night, currently at St
Andrew's Church on Voznesensky
Pereulok, at 19:00. We sing a mixture of classical and popular music
and we perform two seasonal concerts, in December and May. We
are always looking for more mem-

bers of all ages, nationalities and levels. We organize social evenings
and dacha days in the summer. It is a
wonderful way to meet like-minded
people of all nationalities.
Contact: Chantal Cooper
200-5205, 8-917-552-8339

RELIGION
Calvary Chapel
Christian Church in Russian with English translation. Sundays at 11am and
Wednesdays at 7pm. Contact:
Kostya Kretov.
Address: Krosna House of Culture
near metro Ulitsa 1905 goda or
Belorusskaya at 29 Ulitsa Presnensky
Val. Phone: 8-916-183-5345
Email: info@cc1905.com
ST. CATHERINE THE GREAT
MARTYR CHURCH
Representation of the Orthodox
Church in America. Services first in
Russian and then in English from
09:00 every Sunday.
Bolshaya Ordynka, 60/2,
(Metro Dobryninskaya), 119017,
Moscow, Russia,
Tel.\Fax: (495) 949-1296
Archimandrite Zacchaeus (Wood) Dean of the Church of St. Catherine
the Great ‘Martyr in-the-Fields',
rector@st-catherine.ru,
www.st-catherine.ru,

Community

EAB sample Thai

Photos by Liza Azarova

The European Association of Businesses (EAB), invited other
European business associations and clubs to join them in
what turned out to be a jam-packed affair in the Blue Elephant Restaurant, where the owner Milka Kresoja welcomed
them and offered an array of Royal Thai Cuisine from the
restaurant’s menu. The gala evening at the end of August
was a largely social networking occasion which everyone
thoroughly enjoyed, according to Andreas Romanos, AEB
Chief Executive.

MOSCOW PROTESTANT
CHAPLAINCY
Come and worship in this vibrant and
historically protestant community.
Organized by the Presbyterian
(USA), Lutheran (ELCA), Methodist
(UMC), Reformed (RCA), and Baptist
(ABC) churches, this church is an
eclectic mixture of English speaking
people from all over Moscow. Worship services are every Sunday at
3pm at St. Andrew’s church, Voznesenskiy Pereulok 8. Sunday School,
nursery, and weekly educational programs are active and available. For
more information please call Rev. Bob
Bronkema at 143-3562 or
email: mpc@rol.ru.
ST ANDREW’S ANGLICAN
CHURCH
Sunday October 1 – Harvest Thanksgiving!
11:00 Sung Eucharist followed by
Bring & Share Lunch in the Church
Hall
Sunday services:
08:30 Holy Communion
11:00 Sung Eucharist with Sunday
School and Creche
18:30 Evening Prayer
Weekdays:
08:30 Morning Prayer
18:30 Evening Prayer (including
Saturday)

Wednesdays:
19:00 Holy Communion
19:45 Bible study
Thursdays:
19:30 Concert night with classical
vocal and instrumental music!
(Tickets at the door)
Canon Simon Stephens, Chaplain
St Andrew's Anglican Church,
Voznesensky pereulok 8, Moscow
(Metro - Okhotny Ryad or
Pushkinskaya) Phone/Fax 629-0990
www.standrewsmoscow.org
MOSCOW GOOD NEWS
CHURCH
The Central Moscow Good News
Church meets at DK MNNT, Novosuschovsky pereulok 6, Moscow.
(Metro Novoslobodskaya. Free bus
to and from the Church)
Pastor Rick and Denise Renner
Phone 727-1470
www.mgnc.org

SOCIAL
THE RABBIT HOLE
The Rabbit Hole.? Open mic writers'
and artists' collective for
sharing prose, poetry and music,
comprised of an English-speaking
international crowd. Held every alternate Sunday (October 1st, 15th and
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How to say ‘I hope…’

Я надеюсь…
This one is easy to remember if you know the
name Надежда (Надя) which means ‘Hope’.
The (reflexive) verb is надеяться, this is the ‘I’ form:

Hoping against the Moscow traffic:
Я надеюсь…
… что мы вовремя приедем (that we’ll arrive on time)
… что на улице не будет много машин (that there won’t
be a lot of traffic)
… что пробка не надолго (that the traffic jam
won’t last long)
… что мы успеем (that we make it)

or that things will work out
the way you want:
Я надеюсь…
… что магазин уже открыт (that the shop’s already open)
… что магазин ещё открыт (that the shop’s still open)
… что кто-то дома (that someone will be home)
… что никого не будет (that there won’t be anyone there)
… что у нас всё получиться! (that everything works out)

A quick hope:
Я надеюсь…
… что да! (I hope so)
… что нет! (I hope not)
… что это не так! (I hope that’s not true)
… на лучшее! (for the best)
… что будет всё хорошо! (that everything will be ok)

And a little more detailed:
… на ваше понимание (for your understanding)
… на скорейшее выздоровление (that you get well soon)
… что вам понравится поездка! (that you enjoy your trip)
Previous phrases on
www.ruslingua.com
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English Village Fete
in Moscow
The first Moscow Village Fete, sponsored by the British Business Club, succeeded in raising in excess of $2,500 on a
Saturday afternoon in September, for local charities. Traditional British village activities, including Tug of War, Egg & Spoon
Race, Splat the Vicar and Tombola brought rural England to
the heart of Moscow. The funds will be shared between Taganka Children’s Fund, the charity traditionally supported by the
British Business Club and the Russian Orphan Opportunity
Fund based in Saint Andrew’s Anglican Church, in whose
grounds the fete was held. It was opened by British Ambassador Mr. Tony Brenton. The crowds were able to feast on traditional English sausages provided by John Warren , English
afternoon tea, including real cream scones, from Marriott
Courtyard and quench their thirst with Pepsi stopping only to
scoop up prizes from the raffle, treasure island and a crazy
golf putting run.
Photos by Liza Azarova

Русский язык

Community
29th) in the "biblioteka"
at the FAQ Cafe: Gazetny Per. 9/2.
Contact: rabbitholefaq@gmail.com
for more information
AMERICAN WOMEN'S
ORGANIZATION
The AWO of Moscow has over 200
members and helps expat women
adapt to life in Moscow through
social, cultural and educational activities. The club also supports charitable organizations in Moscow. The
AWO Meetings for this month will be
held on October 4th and 18th and a
Newcomers Coffee will take place on
October 11th. Members meet at
10:30 at the Hard Rock Cafe on Starry Arbat.
Additionally, tickets will be on sale for
our "Rockin Ruskee Stampede" Country and Western Dance, which will
take place on October 14th. Finally,
mark your calendars for the BEST
Craft Show of the year: the AWO
13th Annual Craft Show will be held
on November 2nd at Park Place,
benefiting the Nastenka Foundation.
For further information email: awomoscow@yahoo.com.
13th Annual AWO Craft Fair will take
place on November 2nd. This is
their largest fundraiser of the year,
benefiting the Nastenka Children's
Foundation. Last year, they raised

more than $60,000 for this cancer
hospital, and they hope to do the
same (or better!) this year.
TRAFALGAR BALL
21 October, Marriott Grand Hotel,
26/1,Tverskaya Street, Moscow.
Guest of Honor – British Ambassador
Mr. Tony Brenton.
Ticket for 1 – US$ 200
Table of 10 – US$ 1750
To purchase tickets please contact:
don.scott@ocl.ru

SPORT
EXPATS OVER 30'S FOOTBALL
(SOCCER) LEAGUE.
If you're a keen footballer and 30
years old or older, why not join
our fun (but a bit serious) league.
With 8 sponsored teams of various levels, professional referees
and a great social scene, it's a
great chance to meet new friends
and get fitter at the same time.
Our outdoor summer pitch location (centre of Moscow) is perfect
for families and we provide free
shashlik, salads, beer and soft
drinks to not only players but
friends and family.
For more information, please email
Nick Rees: nickrees99@yahoo.com

SUBSCRIBE
to Passport today

Have you missed
any issue of
Passport Magazine?
Get your personal copy hand
delivered every month by
express courier in Moscow or
mailed across Russia for just

1350 Rubles for 12 issues
Foreign countries will be surcharged for
additional cost of postage.

First 100 subscribers from this
advertisement will receive a gift of
a Passport T-shirt
Phone 959-2332 NOW!
Or e-mail: g.buival@passportmagazine.ru and
request a subscription form

Music, jokes and a
little bit of prayer
bring Good News
Susan Hetherington
When the Editor told me he wanted a series on English
language faiths and their congregations in Moscow, I
thought, ‘Why not?’ To get me started, he rang around to find
if anything special was going on, and struck the jackpot with
the Good News Church, who had a guest preacher from
New Orleans, Jesse Duplentis, preaching the following Sunday. To lend me moral support both he and Passport’s Advertising Manager, Galina Buival, came with me.
We found the free bus outside Novoslobodskaya
metro station which shuttled us to the church. On the third
floor, we were greeted by what sounded like a rock
band warming up. Entering the large rose-pink painted
hall with white balconies and columns, we felt the pulse
of the beat emanating from the professional sound system
on either side of the stage. A choir of ladies in red
smocks and men in fancy black shirts filed in, a chamber
orchestra took their places and an electronic keyboard
player set up. Soon a group of three women and two
men were on the front of the stage getting things underway. The lead singer, in tight black jeans with a big silver
buckle on his belt, an open neck shirt and a black velvet
jacket was belting out the Hallelujah numbers. A drop
down screen displaying the words in Russian and English
helped the audience sing along karaoke-style. Artyom,
the lead singer, had the fashionably long and curly locks
and mannerisms of a rock performer and soon had
everyone jumping in the aisles, singing along and raising
their hands high in praise of the Lord.
The fervor was infectious.
After the offering, the guest preacher, a snowy haired
former rock musician, preached to us, taking as his text St
James Chapter 3 Verse 16,
“For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten son that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish but have everlasting life.”
That phrase he described as the cause, cost, condition
and consequence of salvation.
Brother Jesse with his translator Nikolai soon had the
largely Russian audience, with a scattering of expats,
rolling in the aisles with anecdotes and sharp one-liners.
The plain talking preacher at one point said, “When I
was reborn, Satan cried. I had made millions for the
devil, but I have made multi-millions for the Lord. I have
sowed a lot of seed in HIM. I don’t care about the economy, I am the economy.”
Later, during a question and answer session he replied
to one girl’s question about his business interests by candidly saying that he had investments in land, real estate,
gold and antiques, among other things. Thanking the
Lord, who he described as his business partner, he said
“Everything I touch turns to gold.”
Making his religion personal, he said “To some people
Jesus is a religious figure. For me, he is my brother. I laugh
with him, I joke with him, I shout with him and I cry with him.
I can do that in his house, because his house is my house.”
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Imperial Collection Russian
Open won by a Spaniard
At the 10th Russian Open, Spain's Alejandro Canizares earned his
first career win and set multiple records in August in Russia’s top
Golf champiuonship.
The son of four-time Ryder Cup player Jose Maria Canizares, Alejandro closed with a 6-under 66 and ended at 22-under-par 266
for a four-shot victory over David Drysdale of Scotland.
Finishing all four rounds with a 67 or better, Canizares became the
quickest affiliate member to win on the European Tour, claiming title
No. 1 in just his third start and surpassing better-known previous
record holders Sergio Garcia and Graeme McDowell.
Canizares also established a new tournament scoring record, beating by three shots the previous mark of 269 held by four players.
He earned $166,165 and a two-year exemption on the European
Tour.
"This is unbelievable," Canizares exclaimed. "This means everything. I was trying to get my card through exemptions and now I
have done it by winning my third event, so this is way beyond my
expectations."
The Imperial Collection Russian Open was a fully-fledged European
Tour event for the first time this season. In its first nine years -- initially a Challenge Tour event, then a dual-ranking event -- the tournament had a history of producing indistinguishable champions.
Canizares, who will turn 23 next month, is the newest of the bunch.
The overnight leader Saturday, Canizares fended off all challengers Sunday with a round that included seven birdies and one
bogey. He opened with consecutive birdies, then closed in style
with birdies at the 16th and 17th holes.
Seven of the next eight finishers all broke par, but Canizares was
just that much better.
Drysdale closed with a 3-under 69 to end four shots back at 18under 270 for his best finish since winning the final Challenge Tour
event at the end of the 2004 season.
The 31-year-old Scotsman, who claimed his second Challenge
Tour victory earlier this season, was complimentary of Sunday's
winner.
"He played brilliantly," Drysdale said of Canizares. "I started one
behind him and leveled with him at one stage, but he never
flinched. Some of his iron play was awesome."
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Here’s the facts: form your own opinion!
Sophie Larder

The map of Iran at the beginning of John Farndon’s latest contribution to Icon’s Everything You Need to Know
series by Icon Books shows you immediately what stance this
book is taking. Three landmarks are provided in the key: capital
cities, monuments and….nuclear facilities.
The book aims to shed light on one of the world’s most enigmatic and widely misunderstood countries. At the forefront of
world politics and in the news every other day, Iran is the
Western world’s current bogeyman. Seen by a large percentage
of Westerners as a huge danger zone and cited by America as a
key player in the “Axis of Evil”, this Islamic state is made even
more frightening by its current preoccupation with developing
nuclear energy, and intensified by hardliner President Ahmadinejad’s calls for Israel to be “wiped off the map”.
Farndon begins the book with this disturbing quote about
Israel and then launches into a flourish of contradictions about
Iran: A place where Islamic hardliners rule but two thirds of the
university students are women. A place conceived by most
Westerners to be Arab, yet in fact a country seeped in unique
Persian history and culture with its own rich language. Natural
scenery of a central scorching desert surrounded by “ranged
green hills of gentle beauty and snow clad mountains of dizzying
grandeur” where scholars believe the Garden of Eden lay. Farndon intends to lay the central contradiction in Western minds to
rest: The Persia of mythical beauty and legend, and the fiercely
puritanical modern Iran, are one and the same place.
The book takes us back to Persia’s beginnings with Farndon’s
easy-to-read condensed history of Iran (not an easy thing to do
considering Iran’s status as one of the oldest places of human
inhabitance in the world). We hurtle through the coming of Islam,
Persian renaissances and dynastic Shahs all the way to the
Islamic Revolution and the horrific yet little known facts of the
bloody Iran-Iraq war. Along the way Farndon doesn’t hesitate to

provide us with the less edifying details of Britain’s and then
America’s involvement in the
politics of this country. Farndon describes how the Americans ironically provided Iraq
with the practical means to
continue the war with Iran,
apparently even supplying
some of the bacteria and fungus
cultures needed to make biological weapons. The book is scattered with small boxed texts containing everything from the birth
of the Iranian Women’s Movement in the harem to Ahmadinejad’s background as an assassin
in the Revolutionary Guard.
As the book ends we get a
sense of deja vu. America and Iran are once again squaring off
at each other over the issue of nuclear power. He then concludes
with a discussion of Iran’s sense of injustice and distrust while
facing the American belief in the evils of an Iranian hard-line, out
of control Islamic government. Farndon finishes on an almost
comic picture of these two long time rivals in the school playground with a final hint of a much needed optimism after the
bleak facts of the bloody twentieth century in Iran.
It’s a book to pick up when the Western press’s hysteria
about Iran needs a bit of a balance.
IRAN:
Everything You Need to Know
by John Farndon
Icon Books UK £5.99, 205 pages

Was he mad, or was he really at the 1966 World Cup?
John Bonar

You are never really sure if Yevgeny did half the
things he recounts such as going to ‘Vemberly’ (Wembley) or clubbing with the Rolling Stones. But one thing you can be sure of he
certainly never met with Lenin in 1966, a delusional episode, that
Martin Sixsmith describes with ironic effect.
Yevgeny recounts meeting Lenin in the British Museum Reading
Room. “ ‘I been seeking You for so many years. How come You
here in London?’
And Great Lenin reply, ‘Zhenya! How you can be such doubting Tomas? Maybe you never heard, Lenin always with us?’
And I say, ‘Yes, Great Lenin, but this is year of 1966 and You
been dying forty more years ago.’
But Great Lenin just smile and chides me, ‘Zhenya! Surely you
know Lenin lived; Lenin lives; Lenin will Live!’
And now things all becoming sensible, of course. Lenin is
always here, always here in every place where Russian people gathered in His name, and where poor Russian boys
needing His help.”
As a long time expatriate in Moscow, I Heard Lenin Laugh
inspires a feeling of incredulity at the absolute precision with which
Martin Sixsmith captures the nuances of syntax of the Russian who
speaks English, but not fluently. Then you remember that Sixsmith
was formerly the accomplished BBC correspondent in Moscow
and everything clicks. He perfectly captures the fifties and sixties
Soviet Union through the first person accounts of his main character, the flawed and delusional Yevgeny. You will meet the local
party bosses, the petty corruption, and favoritism endemic throughout this era as Sixsmith pokes gentle fun at the Soviet apparatus

through the chaotic story of
Yevgeny or Zhenya.
“Hello and pleasure for meet
you. My name Yevgeny,” opens
this tumultuously hilarious novel.
“Now where was I born? In
Vitebsk.”
“And when? In very first
year of Great Patriotic War. So
1941 of course.”
“You want to know about
Vitebsk?”
“OK. Start thinking about
famous painter, Marc Chagall.
Now you see Vitebsk: it got cows
flying over roofs of houses playing violins and green sheeps smiling very large.”
“All, right only joking.”
The novel continues in the same
vein through the hilarious escapades of Yevgeny, up until 1966
when he ends up in a Soviet mental home, where he stays until
dying in 2006. Throughout the book Sixsmith keeps the reader constantly off-balance.
A farcical romp that every lover of Russia and many who have
never been here, will chortle through.
I HEARD LENIN LAUGH
By Martin Sixsmith
McMillan, UK £12.99, 352 pages
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Russian Railways
resurgent

Text byJames Blake
Photos by John Bonar

In an age when international travel and moving cargo conjures up thoughts of vast container ships and cargo aircraft, Russian Railways,(RZD) is about to move into high gear for
the redevelopment of the world’s second largest railway system. The money involved is
massive; the sheer scale of the restructuring is massive too. Throw in a few Russian- sized
bridging, tunnelling and line-laying feats on a network that spans 11 time zones, plus the
numbers of wagons and trains that probably only Russians could conceive of, and you have
a serious case of ……………………Poezd spotting.
But as RZD prepares to enter the third stage of Russia’s railway restructuring, a 21st century
railway boom seems to be in the making, with investors likely to get a look in down the track.

If you think about Russian Railways, you have to
think big - real big. The sheer scale of the system is positively staggering. Bridging the Eurasian landmass, covering 11 time zones
with more than 85 thousand kilometres of track and employing
more than 1.25 million people, Russian Railways last year carried
1.3 billion passengers from one point to another. And just to give
the impression that those little old ladies and their bags really do
weigh a ton, the statistics tell us the railways carried 1.3 billion tons
of cargo as well.
It remains central to the economic performance of Russia,
handling 83% of the nation’s freight. If you take a quick look at

Massive renewal of rolling stock planned

the commodities base of Russia’s current prosperity, you probably think about oil, metals, coal, and lumber. The only way most
of this material can be transported from where it is to where it is
needed - reasonably quickly and reliably - is by rail.
In case you didn’t know, Russian Railways is in the midst of a
huge restructuring plan. There have been threestages lasting nearly
ten years, with the third stage just underway. Stage 3 is planned for
completion in 2010, and the targeted completion date is getting
close enough for everyone to get a glimpse of what’s ahead, and
the results look suitably promising. In the not too distant future, the
public will likely be able to buy shares in Russian Railways, and
possibly earlier, purchasing shares will be possible of the spun off
subsidiaries. But more importantly for Russia, which relies on its
national rail system more than any other nation, it is likely that
investors will be interested because the restructuring program will
produce an organized privatization of what will be an efficient
national freight and passenger rail service.
THE BACKGROUND
Along with almost everything else in Russia the railways had a tough time in the 1990’s. With the
break-up of the Soviet Union came some radical
changes in the industrial market it had served so
well; a severe reduction of the volume of traffic, and
a rise in competition from road transport. At the
same time the cash strapped government cut back
on upgrades to rolling stock and track maintenance,
let alone any funding of the development of new
lines, or the introduction of new technology. In
some ways this wasn’t a problem, as reduced volumes lessened the need for new or upgraded carrying capacity. But the downturn in business along
with no upgrades in technology or equipment hardly inspired confidence in the future of the industry.
After hitting rock bottom in 1998, when transport volumes were only 38% of what they had been
a decade earlier, things began to pick up. Recognizing that the rail system was of strategic importance and that it was certainly not in the national
interest to allow it to continue deteriorating, the government initiated a review, which in 2001 came up
with a restructuring plan where the rail network
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THE WAY FORWARD – INTEGRATING, COOPERATING AND EXPANDING, AND A LITTLE
SOMETHING CALLED CUSTOMER SERVICE
After its creation, the game plan for RZD has been to
increase efficiency, increase turnover, and thereby
increase capitalization.
A key part of this strategy is to increase the use of
Russia’s rail system as a bridge between the booming manufacturing economies of Asia, particularly
China, with Europe. The line between Vladivostok
and Moscow (and on into Europe) is not just the wish
of every rail traveller on the Trans-Siberian, but as a
goods conveyor of up to 20 days faster than shipping goods from China or Korea by sea. The trade
in goods between Asia and Europe is estimated at
more than 600 billion dollars per year and capturing
any sizeable portion of this is a positive step in the
direction of being able to pay for the investment
requirements needed by RZD, which have been estimated as high as 250 billion roubles.

New stations are going up across the country

would be formed into a rail monopoly, which would be charged
with increasing efficiency and investment in rolling stock and track
and expanding networks and business. It was also recognized
early on that competition would help provide far greater efficiency,
so the rail monopoly was told to prepare for the spin off of subsidiaries, with the expectation that competition would push the
monopoly into becoming more transparent in its tariff policies and
budgeting decisions.
THE CREATION OF RZD
The first phase of restructuring was the creation of the Joint Stock
Company ‘RZD’ (Russian Railways) which occurred in October
2003 when the government shunted assets from more than 1000
different railway related organizations into a new governmentowned entity. Nearly all of these entities were formerly part of the
Ministry of Communications which retained the policy making and
legal oversight functions of the railway system, freeing up the new
company, RZD, to function as a corporation. The current President
of RZD, Vladimir Yakunin, took the helm shortly afterward. RZD
became one of the world’s largest transport companies, handling
about 80% of Russia’s trade and 40% of Russia’s passenger transport service.
From the outset RZD faced three key problems. There wasn’t
enough investment capacity to do what was needed to improve the
railways. There wasn’t enough transparency in the operations of
the railways to make informed investment decisions, and it was
obvious that a lack of competition meant that the organization
wasn’t as efficient or profitable as it might have been. A key factor
in the low profitability was that unprofitable passenger operations
were subsidized by the more profitable freight operations, but the
precise extent was hidden not just by the myriad of organisations
which were involved in rail transport, but also by wider social welfare policies including free rail transport for pensioners and the
operation of boarding schools for children of railway workers in
remote areas.

This leads to another challenge for RZD - the
need to significantly improve the interoperability
between the Russian rail system and the rail systems
of its neighbours, including the development of joint
logistics handling capacity, and in some cases joint research and
development. RZD intends to develop a common economic space
between the Russian railways infrastructure and that of the European Union, and last year saw an agreement signed with Finland
for increased container shipments between the two countries, and
another agreement between RZD and the national rail carriers of
Byelorussia, Poland, and Germany on freight traffic cooperation.
This was marked by a trial freight run between Berlin and Moscow
via Warsaw and Minsk. The last year has also seen the commencement of the fast passenger service between Moscow and
Kiev, and in southern Russia the year saw the signing of an agreement between Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia to build a new line
between the three nations.
In East Asia it is not just a matter of improving interoperability, but of expanding lines and building new ones requiring large
fiscal outlays. By 2010 RZD plans to rebuild and electrify the
line from Karymskaya to Zabaikalsk at a cost of some 30 billion
roubles and also to complete an infrastructure project between
the Kuznetsky Basin and the Far Eastern transport hub for another 46 billion roubles. RZD will outlay another 12 billion roubles
on building a new railway to the port of Vanino and a further 20
billion for increasing the capacity of the famous BAM (BaikalAmur Main Line) which will see the completion of another bridge
over the Amur River by 2008 for another 5 billion roubles.
Underlining the wisdom of this investment commitment is the
growing trade volumes coming from China and heading west. In
the first half of 2006 cargo carried by RZD between Russia and
China grew 7.8%. An important part of this growth has been the
signing of an agreement between RZD and the Chinese Ministry of
Railways on container standardization and the exchange of e-data
for freight purposes. It is expected that this will be the precursor of a
future coordination of tariff policies, new joint investment projects for
railways infrastructure, and the creation of joint logistics companies,
which will underpin the future growth in commercial volume.
The other key area of expansion for RZD has been inside Russia
into areas where new mineral or ore deposits need railway infrastructure to enable development. It is China and the Chinese market which is highlighting the need. Among the biggest increases in
freight volume over the past year, have been in oil and oil products,
timber, coal, and iron ore, and the fastest growing consumer of
these products is China. The new lines being developed in the
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Modern trains pass the old steam locomotive on display at Vladivostok station

Chita region to facilitate the development of coal and iron ore
deposits for the Chinese market are a classic example.
All of this expansion will go hand in hand with a customer
focus that hasn’t really existed in the railway system of the past.
New luxury high speed trains will deliver something passengers
might not have too much experience with – customer designed
comfort and speed. And for freight handlers, an extensive new
range of services, including door-to-door shipments to an
expanded range of destinations and consignment tracking using
the latest technology.
SPINNING OFF
Currently RZD has created more than 30 subsidiaries for particular
parts of its operation, and more are scheduled. These include passenger operations in Yekaterinburg, Vladivostok, Moscow and
Krasnoyarsk, the railway manufacturing works ‘Elteza’, and maintenance works in Orenburg, Perm and Moscow. In most cases the
spin off of passenger operations see RZD retaining an approximate
half share of most operations. Other specialised companies which
have been spun off include specialized freight services, particularly
for auto transport and timber, as well as this summer’s creation of
‘TransKontainer’. The manufacturing and maintenance operations

are still 99% owned by RZD, but spinning them off
makes them more accountable to the parent company
for controlling costs and more attractive to potential
investors when the time comes to offer investors shares
in them as separate entities.
In addition to these subsidiaries, there are a large
number of associate companies which have been
formed and in which RZD maintains a stake. This covers operations not just related to railway transport,
such as the commuter operations at Barnaul, Kemerovo, Omsk and Novosibirsk, but activities which one
wouldn’t normally associate with one of the world’s
largest railway companies. This includes distilleries,
sports facilities management and FC Lokomotiv, an
investment company, and telecommunications companies in Moscow and Khabarovsk.
The sharing of ownership of the passenger operations has the benefit of regional administrations having
a say in what services are provided for railway
patrons in their areas. The benefit for RZD in the
arrangement is that it enables the cost of the services
to be evident to the cities and regions where they
operate. It is also expected that regional authorities
will take over social facilities currently owned by RZD,
including hospitals, schools and recreational facilities
for RZD employees.
A big change in the profitability of passenger operations will
come from changes to the welfare laws of Russia, resulting in the
monetization of benefits given to pensioners. Plus, the reimbursement from the federal budget to service providers such as RZD for
the cost of the services they provide. This will enable the company
to end the cross subsidization of passenger lines at the expense of
freight lines and considerably help RZD’s balance sheet. The cross
subsidization will be phased out so as to minimize the impact on
those who use the welfare benefits provided.
In addition to the spinning off of subsidiaries and associates, the
advent of competition in some key areas has prompted the company to sharpen its act. When permitted in 2004, private operators
leapt at the chance to provide their own rolling stock. The government also required that RZD provide non discriminatory tariffs for all
operators on the system, and so far they have targeted the high
value end of the market, including chemical and oil transport. RZD
isn’t intending to vacate the field, but the presence of competition
and other alternatives for importers and exporters will guarantee a
market focus. Private fleet owners and operators own and lease
around 200,000 rail cars, which account for around one third of
the country's rolling stock; and this rolling stock carries up to one
fourth of all cargo. At the same time, RZD carries most of the low
profit cargo such as coal, wood and construction materials.
FINDING THE ROUBLES AND SPENDING
RZD is highly regarded by international ratings agencies, with
investment grade ratings from Fitch, Standard & Poor’s, and
Moody’s. With that sort of respect from the international financial
community, it isn’t surprising that it has had no problems whatsoever
placing a series of bond issues.
The increases in both freight volumes (11%) and passenger
numbers (9%) since the company started have further underlined its
sound financial position. Despite this, the company hasn’t the
capacity to provide the massive investment resources it needs for its
long-term planning. To cover the shortfall in investment funds, it has
earmarked the funds from its bond issues, plus monies raised from

Lumber is a major cargo for RZD
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the spin off of subsidiaries (which are expected to commence issuing stocks in the near future) as well as attracting a syndicated credit
worth more than 600 million in late 2005. In addition to the development of new lines there is an outstanding need to conduct major
maintenance and upgrading of RZD’s massive fleet of locomotive
and rolling stock. Over the ten years 2007-2017 RZD has earmarked 279.63 billion rubles ($10.45 billion) to repair and buy
new passenger cars. It plans to buy 12,818 new cars and fully renovate 1,515.
The announcement of a contract with Siemens for 60 high
speed trains and 30 years worth of maintenance wipes out last
years credit in one fell swoop. The company has also indicated it
would look positively at any joint venture proposals, particularly on
the development of new technology and rolling stock.
READY TO SPEND
At some point in the next few years it is likely that ordinary
investors will have the chance to invest in the juiciest morsels
being served up by RZD in the form of its subsidiaries going private. It won’t happen overnight but the plans are in the pipeline,
and when it does happen it will be handled with a little more
caution than some of the privatizations that happened in Russia
ten years ago. It may not have the profile of a Rosneft, but it
probably won’t generate as much controversy either. Investors
will have the chance to get into what will be a solidly run subsidiary of a rail business that has had its future mapped out carefully, and that has good growth prospects. And as the industry
turns itself around, the favourite mode of transport for Russians,
both as shippers and passengers for the last 150 years will lay
the groundwork for the future, underpinning Russia’s continued
economic growth and setting both itself and the nation for the
long haul.

Siemens to supply HST’s to Russia
Siemens’ Transportation Systems Group (TS) is to initially
supply eight Velaro type high-speed trains to Russian Railways (RZD) and also assume responsibility for their maintenance for a period of 30 years. The contract for the trains
and the maintenance is worth about EUR 600 million. The
corresponding contracts were signed by Siemens and RZD
in May 2006.
“This order will give Russia the most modern high-speed
trains in the world. At the same time, this contract provides
an excellent basis for a long-term partnership between
Siemens and RZD in all sectors of rail industry,” said Hans
M. Schabert, President of the Transportation Systems Group
of Siemens.
Designed to travel at 250 km/h, these new trains are to be
used initially on the Moscow–St. Petersburg route. With ten
cars and a total length of 250 meters, they will be able to
accommodate more than 600 passengers. The trains will
be built for the Russian broad-gauge network and, consequently, be approximately 33 cm wider than Germany’s
high-speed trains. The design and pproduction work for the
Russian high-speed train will be done in Germany. A localization of production activities is also planned. The last
trains are due to be delivered by 2010.
The new train is featured on the front cover of Passport
James Blake is a business presenter on Russia Today TV, the
English language satellite TV channel launched by RIA-Novosti
last year. It is available to Moscow subscribers of NTV Plus and
Kosmos TV.
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RZD launches luxury service
on Moscow-Helsinki route
Text and photos by John Bonar

Comfortable hotel room on rails

The famed Tolstoy Express, leaving Moscow’s
Leningradsky mainline station at 22.50 every night bound for
Helsinki, rolls into the city center of Helsinki at 11.20 the next
morning. Now the Tolstoy Express has added a business class
wagon. With only four compartments it sleeps a maximum of
eight in modern comfort.
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Well provided with toiletries in the en-suite shower room

Each compartment has its own en-suite shower and toilet.
There is individual air conditioning, a remote controlled DVD
player and a Phillips plasma screen. The DVD library and
MPEG4 disks available in the bar library are limited to Russian language movies or aging music titles heavily favoring
punk rock and heavy metal. A Jesus Christ Superstar (2001
re-make) was a welcome exception, however.
The blue upholstery and gold colored curtains which
frame a window discreetly covered with a slatted blind which
can be angled to let in light or shut it out completely, can
also be raised for an unobstructed view of the unfolding
countryside. This is more like an upscale hotel room than a
typical Russian train.
The abundance of fluffy towels, bathrobes and free toiletries reinforce this impression. A good flow of hot and cold water in the shower cubicle and porcelain wash basin reinforced the excellent decision
of upgrading from the traditional wagons next door. The lower bed,
which doubles as a sofa, folds out to comfortably sleep two. The
upper bunk sleeping one, folds out from its recessed position.
One end of the car houses a compact bar, with seating for
six and a range of drinks priced at standard RZD prices: 80
rubles or 2 euro for a 500ml can of Baltika or Holsten beer, for
example. Cognac, gin, vodka, and Whisky are also available.
Wine on display in the bar was limited to Liebfraumilch.
To save you walking through swaying first and second class
compartments to the restaurant cars the two cabin attendants,
who double as barmen, will take your restaurant order from the
same menu used in the restaurant car and serve it in the bar or in
your compartment.
The whole train is operated by Russian Railways, RZD, and
tickets are sold from the International Ticket sales booth on the
second floor of the Leningradsky Terminal. One way single tickets cost 11,552 rubles; a double costs 15,000 rubles.
This compares with a first class fare on the same route for
5,008 rubles (two to a compartment) and 2,504 for second
class (four to a compartment).
The passengers on a Friday run from Helsinki to Moscow
included Russian, Finnish and German executives.
The train leaves Helsinki at 17:42 arriving Moscow the next
morning at 08:25.

The Arts

The Silver Age of

Russian Art
By Olga Slobodkina-von Bromssen

One of the most gifted masters of the Silver Age
generation of painters was Konstantin Somov (1869-1939). He
painted lyrical landscapes with subtle color combinations, ornately
dramatized scenes and portraits that were remarkable for their
depth of psychological penetration. The “Lady in Blue” (18971900), a portrait of the artist Yelizaveta Martynova, is Somov’s
masterpiece. This image, profoundly dramatic in its philosophy,
poignantly expresses Somov’s bitter disillusionment with the world
and is far more than a conventional portrait. The lovely and beautifully dressed young woman, alone with her book in a secluded corner of the park, is consumed by a morbid anguish of loneliness and
her dissatisfaction with life. These notes sound all the more tense, as
Somov discloses her state of mind by stylizing the pet motif of 18th
century portraits; the idyllic harmony between Man and Nature. He
changes the very substance of this dated idyll, and shows the
woman’s discord with her own self and with Nature – where no
disharmony was ever sensed before in this type of portraiture.
The theme of the modern city is interpreted dramatically and
with an inner tension, in the work of Mstislav Dobuzhinsky
(1875-1957). He frequently draws a comparison between the
beautiful architecture of an old city and the featureless uniformity
of a modern city of his time. In the small picture “The Window of
a Barbershop” (1906), the street at night is a playground for the
mysterious games of sinister forces that crush man in his utter
loneliness. As rendered by Dobuzhinsky, the bleak monotony of
the dehumanized modern city with its pathetic remnants of living
nature in the guise of kitchen gardens, is capable of harmonizing
only with the insensitive person, without any individuality, and
with all feelings desiccated by a cold and barren intellect (as in
the picture “Man With Glasses”, 1905-1906).
Boris Kustodiev (1878-1927) differed from the rest of the
older generation of the “World of Art” painters in that his favorite
theme was the festive side of national life. The manner he uses to
render the picturesqueness of Russian provincial life is somewhat
like that of old popular prints. By simplifying the forms with his clearcut drawing, and by exploiting the eye-catching brightness of color
and its impressiveness if used in large areas, he makes his picture
“Fair” (1906) a veritable song of joy. His actual impressions are
imaginatively intensified and freed from anything that might spoil his
good-natured delight in the colorful scene.
The charming self-portrait of Zinaida Serebryakova (18841967) called “At the Dressing Table” (1909) is infused with poetry
of the commonplace, and a radiant, happy awareness of the wonder of youth. In her genre paintings Serebryakova portrayed the life
of Russian peasants, reviving by modern techniques of painting the
forgotten idyllic traditions of Venetsianov.
Another active member of the “World of Art” Association was
Alexander Golovin (1863-1930), an outstanding master of
stage decor and an original portraitist. His “Spanish Girl” (1907) is
done in his favorite manner of combining an ornamentally elaborate drawing with decorative use of color. This dramatized portrait
of a type and not a definite person has the passionate, proud
nature of someone like Bizet’s Carmen.
Nicholai Roerich (1874-1947), a pupil of Kuindji, was one of
those who joined the main body of the “World of Art” painters. A
master of easel, stage scenery and monumental painting, Roerich
produced several thousand works in the course of a life spent in
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On the Left:
Boris Kustodiev “Fair”
Nicholai Roerich “Visitors from across the Sea”
Mikhail Vrubel “Lucifer (Sitting)”
On the Right:
Konstantin Somov “Lady in Blue”

Russia, India and the United States. His early picture “Visitors from
across the Sea” (1901) painted in Paris, was inspired by his remembrance of the wide open spaces of the Novgorod area and RimskyKorsakov’s music on the subject of Russian legends. The picture is distinguished for its jubilant picturesqueness and the energetic rhythm of
the simplified drawing. It reflects Roerich’s unfailing interest in ancient
pagan Russia and his desire to express his ideal of the beautiful in an
image of poetical history. Like many other “World of Art” members,
Roerich took part in creating a novel decor for the Russian ballet and
opera productions during the famous Diaghilev seasons abroad in
1907-1913, which made Russian music, dance and painting
famous throughout the world and strongly influenced the development of Europe’s theatrical art. (Many of the stage sets designed by
the “World of Art” members and other early 20th century painters
are on display at the Bakhrushin Theatre Museum.)
The paintings of Mikhail Vrubel (1856-1910) passionately
expressed the spiritual atmosphere of the turn of the century and
became one of the period’s major cultural events. Vrubel’s enormous
talent found an outlet in easel and monumental painting, in stage
decor, in drawing, sculpture and applied art.
His creations are permeated with an acute, nervous awareness of
the dramatic in life and of the agonizing discord between dream and
reality. His craving for lofty beauty that would overrule the triteness of
the commonplace explains the heightened spirituality of his images.
By fusing reality and fantasy into one, he embodied the world of big
human feelings in his paintings that involved many deeply probed
planes; achieving a powerful impact.
All his life Vrubel was drawn to the theme of Lucifer as a personification of the rebel human spirit. In “Lucifer (Sitting)” painted
in 1890, the majestic figure of this mighty being is shown amid
fantastic giant flowers against a sunset glow. The image is full of
titanic strength and also the despair of loneliness, of unappeased
desires, impulses and challenges. An exquisite colorist, Vrubel
conveys the inner intensity of the image with lusty, glowing colors
applied in thick wide strokes as distinct as a mosaic. His heightened sense of color and his leaning towards monumental decorativeness are also pronounced in “Lucifer Defeated” (1902), the
last of his paintings summing up his career on a tragic note. The
lifeless broken body of Lucifer with huge wings outspread, lies
awkwardly sprawled in the mountains, in the thickening darkness
of night. But even as he lies dying, Lucifer is not broken in spirit,
and his eyes are alive with a passion of suffering and anger. In
this symbolical form Vrubel touched upon one of the cardinal
philosophical problems of his time. His Lucifer personified the
proud mutinous spirit of protest to whom passiveness and submission were alien things, but at the same time the image symbolized
the tragedy of lone rebelliousness, doomed to catastrophe.
Most of Vrubel’s paintings are dramatically and psychologically
expressive. In “Spain” (1894) and “Fortuneteller” (1895) he
achieves his impact by the composition itself, apart from the characterization of the personages, by the tension of the color combinations
and the rhythm of the brush strokes, which with their agitated patterns; emphasize the “faceted” shapes of objects.
An undercurrent of alarm runs through Vrubel’s portraits. The
image of Savva Mamontov (1897), a millionaire industrialist
and a great patron of arts, is endowed with strength, grandeur
and at the same time a nervous premonition of something
unknown and frightening. Every detail in this portrait serves its purpose of complementing the whole and the expressiveness of the
image and is really remarkable.
Vrubel’s attraction to the world of fantasy and to fabulous and
mythological images is inseparable from his extra-sensitive and poetic perception of nature, which always lives its mysterious life in his
paintings (“Pan” 1899, “Lilac” 1900 and “Towards Night” 1900).
His decorative gift and musicality are also evident in his majolica’s such as “Sadko”, “Kupava” and others, which were inspired by
his impressions of Rimsky-Korsakov’s music.
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Rescuing Moscow’s Cats
Sophie Larder
Photos by Liza Azarova

A feeling of trepidation comes over me as I ring
the doorbell of Lyuba Zyisalina’s flat. I am here to see the cat
shelter that Moscow Animal’s Tatiana Sorokina has told me
about. It fits none of the images I had in mind. The flat is typical
to Moscow; a Kuzminki area, seventh floor one-room apartment.
Yet it is also home to one of Moscow’s small independent animal
shelters. The door opens and I am confronted by a small woman
with black hair and glasses surrounded by what seems at first
count to be about a hundred cats and some ancient dogs. Clearly I have arrived at my destination. As she ushers me in the cats
swarm around my ankles, curious as only cats can be about the
new human who has entered their domain. Cats are everywhere
in the tiny one-room apartment. They line the chairs and tables;
peer down from wardrobes and lamps; and as I sit down on the
one armchair in the room and put my notepad on the table, I
soon find three cats sitting on my lap purring, another one on my
head and a wet nose in my ear. As I introduce myself to Lyuba
and reach for my pen to take notes, I catch a glimpse of it disappearing round the corner of the door clutched in the mouth of a
pure white cat.
Lyubov is a former economist in her late fifties. She retired a
few years ago due to ill health, and now devotes all her time
and her tiny four thousand roubles a month pension to rescuing
Moscow’s stray cat and dog population. She has been bringing
stray cats home for years, and even now whenever she leaves
the house she carries a bag filled to the brim with cat food in
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case she meets any on her way. When she gets the cats home
she feeds them, treats them for any illnesses (at this point she
picks up the little black cat that’s been purring contentedly on my
lap and flips her upside down pointing to little lumps on her
stomach that she has been treating) and attempts to have them
sterilized. This usually costly process has become a lot easier
since the local Academy started doing it for free. Lyuba then
releases them back onto the streets. Even then they seldom stray
far from her flat and later when we walk around the house she
points to countless stray cats she has helped and released but
still feeds. One large long haired tabby comes running at the
sound of her voice. Lyuba picks her up and cuddles her, telling
me that this cat is pregnant but after the kittens are born Lyuba
will have her sterilized.
Lyuba says that the best way to count the cats in the apartment is to feed them. She goes to one of the massive sacks of
Pedigree and KiteKat that stand in the corner. Each one costs
one thousand roubles. When I ask her how she manages on
such a tiny pension she simply shrugs and says the cats and
dogs eat first…then she survives on whatever is left. Her aim is
simply to save and feed as many cats as she can, but the
strain on her tiny resources is enormous. In an ideal world she
would keep them all, but the reality is that most are released
back onto the streets and only a minority are placed in a
home. At our final count there are twenty eight meowing cats
looking expectantly at Lyuba.

Fe a t u re
Lyuba is always searching for kind people to give her cats a
good home. She is too attached to the older cats, such as the
seventeen year old greying tabby that sits quietly on the windowsill, to part from them. But the majority are young, barely
one or two years old, friendly, and used to human contact,
thanks to Lyuba. There is a tiny tabby kitten, two matching bluegrey and yellow cats that she found as kittens in a box, and
countless other black and whites, gingers, long and short haired
cats of all shapes and sizes, all of whom would make wonderful
pets. Lyuba tells me that she is happy to give the cats out to a
home even for a short time. She points to the massive black and
white tom cat lounging on the chest of draws. The Chinese family
who adopted him during their stay in Moscow, simply couldn’t
take him home when they returned to China, so they brought him
back to Lyuba’s flat. She says she much prefers welcoming them
back into her apartment than people simply turning the strays out
onto the street.
Life on the Moscow streets is an especially dangerous place
for cats. As we walk around the building Lyuba tells me horrific
tales about the alcoholics who live in her building. One day they
got hold of a cat and tried to throw it off the top floor of her
building. Another one of her lost and found cats was being tormented by children. A lack of animal protection laws in Russia
means that such cruelty is difficult to stop and even harder to
prosecute, although things are slowly changing. Recently 22year old Muscovite Nikita Golovkin was convicted of cruelty to
animals and sentenced to one year of corrective labour.
Golovkin set his American Staffordshire terrier upon a group of
stray puppies. When a bystander told him to call off the dog,
Golovkin grabbed two puppies, slamming one on to the pavement and another against a metal window frame. Four puppies
died in the incident. In theory, local district authorities are supposed to round up all the strays, sterilize and release them, but
there are more and more cases of authorities rounding up and
shooting strays, even though this is forbidden. Police seldom
respond to reports of animal cruelty.
On our walk we meet a woman with a Spaniel and a Dalmatian on a leash. Lyuba immediately launches into a conversation
with the dog walker. The Dalmatian had been found wandering
the streets and as yet nobody has come forward to claim her so
they suspect she was abandoned. The Dalmatian is a three year
old female; a little shy but obviously used to humans. Lyuba’s
face darkens as she recounts these tales of cruelty and neglect.
She is one of many kind hearted individuals all over Moscow,
battling against the tide to do whatever they can on their meager
funds to help these animals. Every little act helps, even the bag
lady I see by Paveletsky Vokzal every day, feeding a pack of
stray dogs. In a city that can sometimes seems so heartless, acts
like this, and people like Lyuba and her selfless work shine, as a
light of human kindness towards the animals.

Please contact for more details of animal shelters in Moscow:
Tatiana Sorokina (English, German, Russian, Italian)
Tel: 796-93-25 or 8-916-902-87-57
sales@alliedpickfords.ru
info@moscowanimals.org
How can I help Moscow Animals?
 Make a financial donation.
 Offer your time and directly assist one of the shelters as a volunteer; dog walkers are particularly needed; one thing to
keep in mind is that animal shelters in Moscow are not
"Western" and you have to be prepared for smells and sometimes unhygienic conditions. Not all shelters are suitable for
child volunteers.
 Donate pet food, bowls, toys, beds, blankets, towels, litter
boxes or cat litter for the shelters.
 Organize a fundraising event such as a sponsored dog walk,
a sponsored fun run, a quiz night or a charity auction.
 Give a temporary home to a dog or cat from a shelter until a
new home is found.
 Display one of Moscow Animals money collection boxes in
your office or at your reception desk.
 Sponsor a dog or a cat for a specified period or until it is rehomed.
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Rostov Veliky –

stepping into another era
Text by Sophie Larder , photos by Sergey Barakhovich

As the Moscow-Yaroslavl train disappears into the distance I am left standing on the platform
with a handful of other passengers. As we cross the tracks I am struck above all by one thing:
the silence. My fellow travelers disperse into taxis or along the road and I am left alone, walking along a leafy boulevard lined with picture book wooden houses of different shapes, sizes
and colors, on the road that will lead me to the centre of Rostov-Veliky, considered the most
picturesque of the Golden Ring towns.

Taking in the fresh air and the green landscape,
the Kremlin appears suddenly on the horizon. Nothing fails to
change the feeling that in stepping off the train I have entered
another era. In the setting sun the Kremlin’s domes light up and the
white walls glow pink against the darkening sky. The mood of
enchantment continues as I knock on the huge wooden door of the
Kremlin with an iron ring. It echoes and a modern day gateman
ushers me in through a dark passageway into the Kremlin garden.
Across the pond within the Kremlin is my hotel, one of the most
atmospheric places to stay in the whole of Russia.
Dom na Pogrebakh is the name of the hotel. A small wooden
building within the Kremlin walls, it offers wood-paneled rooms
with high ceilings and wooden fairytale beds that come complete
with a view of the massive domes of the Kremlin and the promise
of waking up to the pealing of bells from the many churches.
Other rooms look out onto the peaceful vista of Lake Nero, with
silver domes glinting along its banks. It is indeed a world away
from the noise, dirt and chaos of Moscow - a tranquil, though little
known setting in which to unwind and take stock.
Rostov-Veliky is one of the oldest towns in Russia. First chronicled in 862, it was named Veliky or “great” by Yury Dolgoruky
in the twelfth century due to its political importance at the heart
of the Rostov-Suzdal principality. It has survived Tatar invasions,
fires and even tornadoes. Situated just outside the north wall in
its own courtyard, the Cathedral of the Assumption’s five domes
dominate the Kremlin skyline. The belfry was added to it in the
1680’s and sits against the Kremlin wall with huge bells in
descending sizes. Tours can be arranged to see both. The gate
churches Tserkov Voskreseniya and Tserkov Ioanna Bogoslova
line the walls of the Kremlin, with the pretty and colourfully patterned Tserkov Hodigitrii lying between them has an exhibition of
Orthodox vestments. The Church of the Saviour-over-the-Galleries is filled with beautiful frescos, while in the Metropolitan’s
house there is a museum of finift, the enamel painting native to
Rostov.
Walk out of the door and down the wooden steps of the Dom
na Pogrebakh and you are in the heart of this living museum. The
Kremlin garden is covered with wild flowers, while trees mark a
shady pathway from the hotel. On a Saturday off-duty soldiers
from the local barracks lounge and take pictures while babushkas
working at the museums gather to gossip, throwing disapproving
looks at them. A cat sunbathes in a patch of light and a bizarrely
dressed group of sightseers are posing on a wooden balcony.
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Enquiries tell me that costumes from the Ivan the Terrible period
can be hired by anyone wishing to stimulate their imagination and
provide a change from the usual holiday photo opportunities.
Nuns in flowing black robes with heavy crucifixes add to the scene
as they hurry along the pathway to the main West gate which is
lined with artists selling their paintings of Rostov.
Through the gloomy archway of the Kremlin and out through
the heavy gate, a lively trade is going on in makeshift wooden
booths. Tourists are flocking to buy the enamel handicrafts Rostov
is famous for. You can buy anything in delicate hand painted

Tr a v e l
Old women begging and tradesmen selling their home produce line the path up to the monastery. Just inside the gate a
monk will be waiting by what, at first sight, seems to be a pile of
sack cloths but are in fact skirts for women visitors to tie over
trousers and headscarves for those unprepared and unversed in
Orthodox conventions. Once in this attire the transformation is
complete; all that’s standing between you and peasant life is the
bucket of potatoes.
In wintertime life at the monastery must be bleak for the growing community of monks, only protected from the fierce wind off
the lake by high walls. The firewood chopped and stored in huge
arches gives testament to how little modernity has touched this
place. But during my visit in the summertime the garden was beautiful and the air was warm. For ten rubles a black robed and
bearded monk will take you up the precarious wooden ladder
onto the walls and even higher up into one of the towers for a
breathtaking view across the still water of the lake. On your way
back to the gate don’t forget to visit the church to light a candle in
front of an icon, and then stop by the Conception Cathedral. Its
closed for restoration; but through the iron gate you can see the
glorious, though damaged, murals decorating the walls and
stretching up into the domed ceiling, while the alter with its golden
cross stands ahead of you in the stillness and silence.
enamel; from a matching bracelet and earring set to a pill box
decorated with a picture of the Virgin Mary. A young girl seeking
to make a few rubles is shouting “hot pirozhki” above the din.
The dirt pathway by the old fashioned hand-worked pump
leads down to the lakeside. Ahead of you is Khors, a two storied
house that doubles as a museum and a two room hotel. Owned
by artist Mikhail Selishchev, and named after a pagan sun god,
this eccentric, whimsical little place houses antique household
items as well as many paintings by local artists.
Following the dirt pathway around to the back of the dachas
that line the waterfront brings another world to life. The gardens
are bright with riotous colorful vegetables and flowers, while
fences are painted in bright childlike colors and old babushkas
in headscarves sit gossiping by their back door and look suspiciously as the tourists, strange visitors from another world, walk
past them. A hesitant smile or a loud dobry dyen will easily
break the ice and bring smiles and waves. Rostov’s people are a
breath of fresh air after the anonymity of Moscow.
One of the best ways to pass your time in Rostov is to rent a
rowboat or ask one of the fishermen who sit by the lake to take
you out in his motorboat. Sometimes they will even offer to take
you on a progulka to the island in the center of the lake. Don’t
be put off by the rust and general wear and tear on the boats;
they are generally as hardy as their owners. A ride in one of
these boats is exhilarating. Despite the glass-like stillness of the
water of Lake Nero, the winds whip past your face as you hurtle
towards the tiny grassy island. At the island they turn the boat
around and you can see the Kremlin, nestled on the banks of the
lake, fairytale onion domes silhouetted against the sky, sunlight
glinting off the Orthodox spires.
West of the Kremlin is the equally ephemeral Monastery of
St. Jacob. Its high white walls and towers encircle the brilliant
green domes of the Conception Cathedral. Ask your host to drop
you off at the tiny jetty by the walls, or take the gentle half hour
walk along the lake, passing dachas, army barracks and local
fishermen. Life passes slowly and gently in Rostov.
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Getting There
TRAIN
 The fast electrichka from Moscow to Yaroslavl (three and a half
hours) departs at regular intervals from Yaroslavl Station. Price
300r (2nd class).
 Or try one of the many long distance trains that go through
Yaroslavl. Might take slightly longer but useful if you want to
travel later at night.
 You could also go by suburban train changing at Alexandrov.
BUS
 Buses from Moscow go via Pereslavl-Zalessky and Sergiev
Posad (four to five hours)
 Buses from Yarolslavl (one hour) go about every hour.

Places to Stay


Dom na Pogrebakh (+7-8536-612-44) right inside the Kremlin. Entrance through the West gate. Clean wood-paneled rooms
with shared showers and toilets start from 500r for a twin room.
More expensive modern rooms with private facilities from 1300r.

Places to Eat




A visit to Rostov can be simply a relaxing break from the frenetic demands of Moscow. It can be an artistic and cultural experience. It can be an insight into a way of life Russians in cities left
behind fifty years ago. It can even be a deeply spiritual or emotional experience. Whichever of these it is, Rostov makes you feel
as if you have discovered it by yourself, this enchanting town suspended in time.
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Trapeznaya (8-328-71; open 08:00 to 20:00) also right
inside the Kremlin. Ideal for breakfast and lunch but shuts early.
Tasty traditional Russian dishes and drinks including Medovukha
(honey mead) and freshly made Pelmeni. Main courses from
200r.
Arkada (337-05; open 11:00-23:00 Mon-Fri, 11:00 -14:00
Sat-Sun) in the Tradin Arkades around the Kremlin wall, Arkada
is a brightly decorated bar, a favourite with the locals that does
tasty shashlyk and piva for under 200r.
Slavyansky (322-28); 100m east of the Kremlin, the more
restaurant like Slavyansky is recommended by staff at Dom na
Pogrebakh for evening meals. Main courses of traditional Russian fare up to 400r.

Useful Information


There is no bank in Rostov but there is an ATM in the supermarket behind the earthen walls on Ulitsa Belinskovo.
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New implications for starting
your business in Russia
Timur Beslangurov

In the September issue of Passport Magazine we offered details explaining the pros and
cons of buying off-the-shelf companies in the Article “Starting Your Own Business in Russia:
Off-the-Shelf Company vs. Incorporating a Company from Scratch”. It now appears that
starting in 2007 you won’t be able to buy an Off-the-Shelf company because they might
cease to exist due to recently introduced amendments to the laws that the government and
parliament are eager to enforce, effective from 2007.

Part of the amendments will affect the general
directors and chief accountants of the “one-day” companies. In
most of the cases of “one-day” companies, the director is a
“nominal” director, and we have described the status of such
individuals in the last issue. The Ministry of Economic Development and Trade suggests that when authorities suspect that a
particular company is a so called “one-day” company, the
directors of these companies should at first bear responsibility for
any illegal operations of the company and moreover should be
banned from occupying a general director’s position in other
companies in the future for a certain period of time.
It is yet unclear how this initiative will be enforced in practice,
but the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade promises
that relevant amendments to the laws will be developed and will
go into force at the end of this year.
Another part of the amendment is devoted to the problem of
“legal addresses”. We also described the existing situation in the
last issue of this magazine.
The term “legal address” appeared during the time when
Russian Company legislation was being developed in the early
90’s; but it is not a legal term. The “legal address” was understood to be the address where the company was incorporated
on paper. The address where the company had its office was
called the “actual address”. Accordingly it was, and still is a
common practice that a company is registered at the “legal
address” and is physically located at the “actual address”.
This was possible because the Civil Code of the Russian Federation defined the “location” of the company as the place
where the company is registered. So for registration purposes
“legal addresses” were widely used.
Starting from the 1st July 2002 Federal Law “On State
Registration of Legal Entities” came into force and stipulated
changes to the existing definition. Accordingly, the Civil Code
was amended and stated that “state registration should be
done at the address where the executive body of the company
is located”.
But in practice many companies have continued to have two
addresses; a “legal” and an “actual” one. In order to finally
resolve this issue a draft law to amend the Civil Code is being
prepared. Accordingly, the “actual location of the company
should be the same as the legal address”. For a breach of the
new requirement companies will have to pay a fine from 30,000
rubles ($1,130) to 50,000 rubles ($1,880) or be banned from
doing any business activity for a period of 90 days.
Responsibility for locating companies in violation will be vested in the tax authorities. Other relevant changes may also come
into force starting from 1st January, 2007.

One may think that all of these amendments are aimed to
restrict or bureaucratize the process of company formation, but
in the long run these amendments should save a lot of time in
solving problems due to improper company formation for future
entrepreneurs and businessmen.
We also want to mention a change in another very important
aspect of the company incorporation process that we briefly
described in the last issue. It has been necessary to file the application to register a company by the founder personally, and the
necessity of filing applications for any amendments to the tax
authorities must be done by the existing general director, also in
person. Otherwise tax authorities were sending the documents
by regular post.
The Supreme Court of the Russian Federation in its decision
on August 1, 2006 established that the founder or general
director is not obliged to file relevant applications to the tax
authorities personally. The founder or general director may
issue a power of attorney delegating the authority to an attorney. This decision is definitely very good news for everybody,
but it seems that tax inspectors are still waiting for an internal
letter from the Ministry of Taxes and Levies that will enable
them to start the submissions of applications as decided by the
Supreme Court.
It is obvious that the Russian company incorporation process
is a far cry from those of other countries where you can start a
company on-line in 15 minutes. As an example, go to
www.ukcorporator.co.uk; but things are definitely getting better.
Timur Beslangurov is the Managing Partner of
Vista Foreign Business Support in Moscow.
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Entrepreneurs

The message is the product
Text by John Bonar
Photos by Liza Azarova

Paul Goncharoff, an American businessman who has been doing business with Russia
for over 20 years, and based here full time since 1989, would like to believe fortune cookies were invented in San Francisco in 1907 by a second generation Japanese American.
He acknowledges that such message-bearing cookies may, however, have originated in the
form of pelmeni unearthed in the Altai Region of Russia. These ancient pelmeni, dating to
around 1500 AD, bore messages believed to be communications with the spirits of good
fortune by a Shaman (spiritual leader).

Whatever the competing claims from around the
world, including China and Japan, Goncharoff picked on Fortune
Cookies, or Biseshki, as his latest venture to spread ‘positivity’.
“The cookie doesn’t mean anything, it’s the message that
counts”, he says enthusiastically during a breakfast meeting at
Starlite Diner, where his Biseshki have been sold since mid
August. “I was looking to find something that is purely positive,
just because it exists.”
From his surname it is obvious that Goncharoff has Russian
roots. His grandfather was a Tsarist cavalry officer in WWI. He
was gassed and evacuated to a Crimean sanatorium when the
1917 Revolution raised him from his bed to fight against the Bolsheviks. Eventually the family settled in the New York area where
Goncharoff was raised.
His colorful career started in metals trading, and took him to
Bermuda, Johannesburg and Tokyo, with frequent visits to
Moscow. In 1986 he left his position as President of Platinum
Group Metals International,Inc. NY to become a board director
and executive vice president of RSI International, a New York
based technology-transfer company that brought him to
Moscow. In 1991 he founded Goncharoff Inc., a consultancy
firm, and became Managing Director of a Dutch medical technology company and a director of a German high technology
start-up.
After the ‘crash’ of 1998 Goncharoff got a big boost to his
profile and business prestige in Russia by being the man hired by
AIG to turn around their Moscow operations. By the time he left
in 2002, he had created year-on-year sales increases of 210%,
with 72% higher productivity. He had expanded AIG activities
from a multi-national corporate client base into the local Russia

Biseshka carry the message

market. He was at the birth of the first consumer auto-leasing
insurance program in Russia and expanded the insurance giant’s
operations into St Petersburg, the Urals and eastwards.
For just over a year in 2002 to 2003, he worked in the
Menatep Group, as President and deputy chairman of the board
of their Progress-Garant insurance company unit. He was
charged personally by Platon Lebedev to raise business standards, and clarify and monitor the functions of the Board of
Directors, while establishing business transparency to internationally accepted norms. By eliminating corrupt practices, and

“Conventional marketing will
deliver conventional results,
Biseshki deliver results
unconventionally well!”
breaking into the ‘open market’ from a captive ‘Yukos’ market
base, he largely succeeded. By 2003 Progress-Garant was a
major player in the ‘non-captive’ Russian insurance business,
which included health insurance, pensions, leasing and life insurance. After the principal shareholders, Lebedev and Mikhail
Khodorkovsky, were arrested in October of 2003, a prescient
Goncharoff resigned.
He stayed in the insurance business working with the Allianz
AG and Rosno Insurance Company joint venture, Axia, as President. Axia aimed to package and sell ‘holistic’ insurance policies
as a diversified wealth management product, crafted to specific
client needs. The firm was closed earlier this year as it was determined the Russian market was not ready for holistic wealth management just yet. Goncharoff continues to consult to both Allianz
and Rosno.
But his consuming business passion today is Biseshki, which
he sees as not only a fun consumer experience but also as a
sound marketing tool – in ANY language.
"Conventional marketing will deliver conventional results,
Biseshki delivers results unconventionally well!” Goncharoff
writes in a piece of promotional literature.
“At a sales dinner, the delegates were each given a
Biseshka, but told not to open it until asked to do so by the Sales
Director. The message read, ‘Look around you, the 10 of you
who win the next quarter sales competition will be seeing each
other again - but next time it will be on the beach in Turkey!’
What a great way of allowing the Sales Director an opportunity
to create the maximum impact of such a sales incentive,” Goncharoff enthuses.
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Paul Goncharoff

From his Atlanta manufacturing plant the entrepreneur is producing a million Biseshki a month for Russia. The virtually fat-free,
slightly flavored cookies have a six month shelf life, take around
eight weeks from ordering to delivery in Moscow and can be
produced in quantities from one to several million. A single cookie could be a marriage proposal, while Goncharoff sees a fast
food chain as an ideal customer for serving millions. Goncharoff
promises different flavoured cookies in the future. The Biseshki on
sale in Starlite can contain any one of 3,000 messages, which
are randomly inserted into the cookies on the production line
before they are individually wrapped and boxed in quantities of
350. All the messages are positive; stresses Goncharoff. The one
this reporter sampled broke open to reveal a message (in Russian) ‘This month concentrate on creativity.’
Among potential users of Biseshki are hotels, offering them at
check-in, with a message such as ‘Bring this message to the bar
for a pre-dinner drink. Courtesy of the Hotel Management.’

As ever-tighter controls are exerted on liquor advertising and
marketing, Goncharoff sees Biseshki offering a more cost effective tool promoting sampling than even scratch-cards.
“Say you are launching a new drink brand, but you have
limited funds. You cannot afford to sample everyone. You
have many outlets in which to promote. Say a bar expects
350 customers during the promotion period. We deliver a
box of 350 Biseshki with 25% or approximately 80 winners
with a message ‘Congratulations, you have won a free glass
of ……. Please claim at the bar while stocks last.’ The other
75% of the messages read, ‘with our compliments please try
a …… at half price – while stocks last.’ Everyone’s a winner,”
he laughs. It is also self-policing, as bar staff cannot manipulate who gets the free drinks. “I would expect typical results
would be that for only three bottles of a new brand, 25 people would try it free and generate the word that it was good,
while a large proportion of the others would try it because it
was half price.”
The messages can be in Russian or English, and for corporations wanting the same message in both languages, they can be
bi-lingual or prepared in separate batches with English and Russian messages.
Goncharoff has two complete production lines for his Biseshki
sitting in storage in Moscow, waiting for Russia’s cumbersome
bureaucracy to alleviate the extraordinary expense for small
enterprises, such as his, of installing gas for commercial use. Until
then his cookies are baked in the USA and shipped to Russia
with the extra labor and shipping (and customs) costs passed
onto the end user. But even then, his fun cookies that bring a
smile to stressed ladies in the beauty parlor and relieve the tension in breakfast meetings at the Starlite Diner, still only cost 30
rubles. “It’s a small price to pay for having some fun in your
day,” he says.
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LEADERS & CHANGES
Brian NEWMAN has been appointed Chief Financial Officer
at Pepsi Cola International in Russia. An Irish-American, Newman arrived here from Toronto where he had been CFO for
Pepsi in Canada.
Previously, he was Business Development Director for
Europe with Pepsi, based in Madrid. He has also worked for
Pepsi in Asia and Africa.
As his three young children get settled into school here,
Newman is relishing the prospect of playing a leading role
with the soft drink bottler. “This is a real growth opportunity for
Pepsi,” he told Passport, acknowledging that “It’s a very competitive market with Coke.”
In January of 2007, Newman becomes the senior foreign
executive at Pepsi, as long-serving President of Pepsi Russia,
Barry Shea, returns to Asia where he will be based in Thailand. Shea’s replacement in Moscow here will be a Russian
executive.
Photos by Liza Azarova

Paul TOBIN, partner at Pricewaterhouse Coopers, has been
promoted to be the partner responsible for indirect tax services
with PwC Russia and CIS. Tobin 41, a former British Customs
and Excise employee and a former head of international VAT
at British Telecom, has been with PwC in Moscow since June
2000.
Elizabeth SORENSEN has joined the Moscow Office of
Transatlantic Partners against AIDS, on a five-month loan from
Pfizer Inc. Sorensen is on sabbatical as Senior Director of
Human Resources for Pfizer’s largest research site - the Groton/New London Labs. Sorensen comes to Russia as a Global
Health Fellow - a unique initiative of Pfizer, Inc. that makes the
company’s personnel available for assignments with nongovernmental and multilateral health organizations around the
world. TPAA’s growth in Moscow over the past two years has
resulted in a need for a variety of HR strategies and programs,
including a staff evaluation framework, a training and development strategy, and a rewards and recognition program. In
her consulting role, Mrs. Sorensen brings over 30 years of
Human Resource management experience to TPAA.
Tatiana KOVALCHENKO has been appointed Sales Manager with Hotel Balchug Kempinski. She has 18 years experience, most recently with BTI Euro Lloyd Reiseburo GmBH.
With degrees in philology and psychology she is a specialist
in effective communications methods and speaks fluent German, English and Italian as well as native Russian.
She will be responsible for market research, direct sales
and representing Kempinski Hotels at trade fairs and exhibitions in Russia and the CIS.
Natalia GULYAEVA has been promoted to Consultant by
Lovell’s Moscow. She has been with the firm since 2000 and
has contributed to the development of its Moscow intellectual
property practice. Since 2004 she has headed the intellectual
property, technology, and telecoms practice of Lovell’s
Moscow, advising clients on such matters as dispute resolution, anti-piracy actions and transactions.
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Helvig, Klein & Usov
celebrate their new offices
If your company is moving into a new office, as soon as
you’re done with the nightmare of packing and unpacking,
you can open a bottle of champagne and be done with it. But
if you are moving into Bulgakov House, you are obliged to
throw a theme party, which Hellevig, Klein & Usov Llc managed beautifully with the help of Publika Project. After Jon
Hellevig, managing partner, made a short presentation of his
new book Expressions and Interpretations, guests turned to
the praiseworthy works by Grachya Arutyunyan that for a
short time will delight the eyes of those working in this unique
office site. Woland’s retinue – Behemoth, Korovyev, and
Hella – made themselves seen and heard. Meanwhile the
beautiful Margarita wandered through the crowd where no
one dared to ask her for a dance despite the inviting prewar
jazz music by the Jazz Band from the Bulgakov Museum.

Retail News
TELEMAX EXPANDING IN MOSCOW
Saint Petersburg electronics and household appliances chain, Telemax is expanding in Moscow with its third store in the capital slated
for the retail and entertainment Center on Lobnenskaya, currently
under development near Petrovsko-Razumovskaya metro station.
Swiss Realty Group, consultant on the project, announced Telemax
owner, ABS Electronics signed a lease for 2,000 sq. m.
ABS Electronics development director Andrey Mamonov
said “All in all, we are planning to open from 18 to 20 retail
outlets in the capital. We are not afraid of competition and hope
to win the Muscovites’ confidence, although this won’t be easy”,
he said.
The main rivals of Telemax are M.Video, Eldorado, Tekhnosila and Mir.
According to Natalya Galenko, financial director of Center
on Lobnenskaya, the main advantage of the retail and entertain-

FIRST FASHION MART OPENS IN
MOSCOW
The first of a new chain of ‘brand names for less’ clothing
stores opened in the Marino suburb in the south east of
Moscow. Fashion Mart, founded earlier this year by John
Ortega and Jeff Combs, have extended their clothing
wholesale company into the retail market. The chain has

MARKS & SPENCER EXPANDING
British department store Marks & Spencer is opening four
more stores this Autumn bringing to six the number of stores in
Russia operated by the Turkish franchisee FIBA Group company; Marka Magazacilik A.S. which operates 50 M&S outlets
in Turkey. Two stores have been operating in the Moscow
area; in Mega Teply Stan and the Festival Shopping Centre,

ment center is its location within a residential district. “Our company studied the local residents’ preferences to alter the project’s concept accordingly”, Ms. Galenko said.
The five-floor retail and entertainment center will total
28,400 sq. m of floor area. The first floor of the center will host
clothing and household goods stores, the second floor is
reserved for a food court, beauty parlors and sporting goods
stores, the third will be occupied by a bowling alley, billiards, a
children’s playroom and a restaurant. The basement will contain
a food supermarket, an Internet cafО and central service facilities. The center will also have an underground parking garage
with 143 spaces and a surface car park with 212 spaces along
the perimeter. The estimated total volume of investments in the
project is $30 million. The tender for the center’s brand development, corporate image and promotion was won by British company Minale MasterBrand.
other stores planned for Moscow, Mitino, Rostov na Donu
and the regional town of Yaroslavl.
The stores are modeled after the successful Clothestime
Stores in the USA which Mr. Ortega built up to 578 stores
nationwide while taking the company public in 1983.
The opening of the Marino store on September 7th was
marked by a fleet of pink Chaika limousines ferrying customers
from the Metro to the store entrance.

near Yugo Zapadnaya Metro Station.
By the end of September, a dedicated M&S man’s store was
expected to be operating in Mega Teply Stan with other general
stores following in the Evropa Complex, adjacent to the Kievskaya
Mainline Station in mid-October; the new Mega at Kottelniki by the
end of October and in Mega Khimki in November.
The company has plans to roll the brand out across Russia.
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Catering to Russia’s growing
list of millionaires

John Bonar

Inna Iranyi is the petit dynamo who drives Shorex wealth management events and exhibitions in Moscow, Geneva and Shanghai. Shorex, a British registered company owned by Ms
Iranyi, her sister and brother-in-law has been staging high profile wealth management
events for Russian High Net Worth Individuals and their advisers since 1996.

“Russia is producing millionaires faster than anywhere in the world,” contends Ms Iranyi. She points to the
Forbes 500 list of world billionaires where 17 Russians have
entered since 2000. “New money, unlike old money, has a tendency for high spending,” she says.
She estimates there are 150,000 High Net Worth Individuals
in Moscow, and they are fueling a demand for luxury products
and services. Thanks to Russia’s booming economy more and
more are joining the wealthy elite all the time.
Extravaganza, the luxury goods fair Shorex has been running since 2003 is, judging by the repeat exhibitors coming
year after year, the most successful event of its kind in town. Ms.
Iranyi points to the experience of Harris Estates an exclusive London realty agency which has sold and rented properties here
through the exhibition. “So far their most valuable deal has been
a GBP 17 million London home.”
Extravaganza 2006, the fourth since 2003 will take place
26 to 28 October 2006 and this year will take over the
Manezh, near the National Hotel, where Ms Iranyi habitually
stays when visiting her native Moscow from London.
“You can’t beat the Manezh. It is the best venue in town,”
she told Passport. “It’s a magnificent venue, and makes a lot of
difference in terms of convenience.”
Among the goods and services the event will showcase are
fine jewelry and watches, luxury cars, luxury holidays, prestige
properties, wealth management services, haute couture, interior
designs, jets and yachts.
While Shorex rigorously vets its exhibitors, sometimes asking
for products to be submitted for assessment before an exhibitor is
accepted, it is just as demanding of its attendees. “This is a worthy business event,” Ms. Iranyi said during an interview. “It is
invitation only. You can’t just pay your $20 at the door and
become a millionaire overnight.”
This year, departing from traditions of the first three, the one
day conference on October 27th will be designated the CEO
Summit, and while there will be a session on modern CEO
lifestyle management, the main focus is going to be on Russian
upcoming IPO’s and will include a senior ABN Amro banking
figure covering the topic of raising Russian-specific capital.
Delegations from Chelyabinsk, Ekaterinburg, Novosibirsk,
Tatarstan and Kazakhstan are scheduled to attend.
While the organizers are not talking, high profile business
celebrities from the UK are also anticipated to participate.
“This is not an entertainment show; it’s not a get together for
show-offs. It is a valuable working business event,” Ms. Iranyi said.
The CEO of Shorex is Russian, starting her first fashion business
in 1987 while a student. In 1992, after completing her studies she
relocated to the UK and started exporting fashion to Russian ladies.
In 1996 she started Shorex with her partners. The company is now
the leaders in wealth management events worldwide with Geneva,
London, Monaco, Paris and Toronto all on the corporate c.v. “We
even ran a wealth management event on Punte del Este, Uruguay,
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which was a lot of fun,” Ms. Iranyi said. “We were showing people
how to save and invest. In 2003 we decided, ‘Enough saving.
Now it’s time to spend”. We are now focusing on the ultra luxury
for extremely High Net Worth individuals.”
Shorex now concentrates on three main events a year. In
June they run Extravaganza Exhibition and a wealth management conference in Shanghai. Early December they run the
annual Wealth Management Forum, sponsored by Credit Suisse
in Geneva. In between there is the Extravaganza fair in Moscow
with associated conference.
For more information visit www.extravaganza.ru

Hospitality News
a conveyor belt), “Crepes and Cream” (crepes and western
food), Hibiki (high end Japanese cuisine) and they also operate
Nouvelle Events.
My Mum’s Cuisine is a restaurant, catering and food manufacturing conglomerate, specializing in Asian cuisine with a focus
on Singapore. Their two restaurant concepts are My Mum’s Cuisine and Noodle Hut. The manufacturing arm produces ready to
eat meals, pre-cooked sauces, desserts and soups aimed at the
retail and food service market.
Bakerzine is a casual dining cafe serving premium desserts,
cakes, pastries, bread, savories and beverages.
Cavana is a fast food chicken concept from Corona Holdings
offering fried, roasted, grilled and stewed chicken.

SINGAPORE RESTAURANT CHAINS HIT TOWN
Representatives of five Singapore restaurant operators were on a
seven day visit to Moscow and St Petersburg in late September.
The five represented were Apex Pal, My Mum’s Cuisine, Bakerzine, Cavana and Younger Food.
All are interested in setting up shop here either through franchisees or joint ventures and were expected to hold serious talks
with Russian restaurateurs through the auspices of the Singapore
Embassy in Moscow. First Secretary, Adrian Tan, is organizing
the visit.
Apex Pal owns and operates restaurants, cafes and kiosks
under its F&B brands including ‘Sakae Sushi’ (Japanese food on

PAPA JOHN’S OPENING FOURTH RESTAURANT IN
MOSCOW
The American chain which regained its rights to the brand
name after a usurper agreed to drop the ‘John’s’ from his
establishment’s name and revert to just Papa’s, is planning to
open their fourth restaurant in Moscow on Kutozovsky
Prospekt. Coincidently, Papa John’s master franchisee, Larry
Ivy, was making one of his many visits to Moscow in September. He professed himself “amazed at what a ‘happening’
town this is.” He told Passport that next year they are planning to open another six Papa John’s in Moscow and starting
in 2008 start rolling the brand out across the regions. “There’s
no reason we could not have 500 restaurants in Russia, in
time”, he said confidently. Mr. Ivy was previously Athletics
Director for the University of Kentucky for 30 years.

DOUG’S STEAKHOUSE OPENED

Doug’s Steakhouse, the latest in the Doug Steele Restaurant
(DSR) development, opened at 30 Tsvetnoi Bulvar on 29th
September. The adjacent Blowfish, a Japanese fusion restaurant is scheduled to open 15th October. The furniture, tiles
and other decorative items for DSR’s El Hacienda at 13 Komsolskaya Prospekt arrived mid September and operations
director Tim Cummins confidently expects the main restaurant
to open 7th October. Throughout the summer only the outdoor Patio was operating.
The fire on Arbat, which gutted six stores at No 36

caused considerable damage to No 38 next door, the site of
the group’s long awaited Floridita Restaurant, preventing a
scheduled opening on September 29th. Floridita Moscow is
a joint venture between DSR and Havana Holdings. This will
be the third Floridita, after Havana and London, with Madrid,
Dublin and Limassol scheduled for next year.
It will occupy three floors of the building that once housed
Leo Tolstoy’s printing press. There will be the Floridita Bar, the
restaurant and La Casa del Habano Cafe, a cigar store and
nightclub. Live Cuban music and a Cuban cigar roller will be a
regular highlight.

Our November Issue
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Dining Out
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Russian Wine Country
Text and photos by Charles W. Borden

Two months have passed since Russia’s wine crisis began, and supermarket Sedmoi Kontinent still has only a handful of wines. The bureaucrats have crippled Russia’s wine industry
and it is difficult to understand how they can fix it anytime soon. Despairing over our inability to provide a wine tasting in Moscow, we set off on a tour of Russian Wine Country, just
as harvest was about to begin. September and October are the bakhardniy (velvet) season
in the south, a beautiful time to take a few days to see one of Russia’s bounteous wine areas,
the northern Black Sea coast in the Krasnodar region.

Russia’s principal wine producing area stretches
from the port Novorossiysk on the south, through the coastal
children’s resort at Anapa, and then north through the Taman
Peninsula at the south end of the Azov Sea where wines were
produced in Greek settlements over 2,500 years ago. Although
there are now approximately 20 wineries in this area, only a
few still produce authentic wines from their own grapes. Unfortunately, some wineries import bulk wine or grape concentrate to
produce wines labeled as Russian – I have heard of one winery
that imports one type of cheap red Spanish plonk to produce 11
different “Russian” wines.
There are numerous daily direct flights of about two hours to
Anapa, from all of Moscow’s airports. By September, the hotels
that line Anapa’s golden sand beaches have emptied and
prices are low, and there are many full service health resorts
around Anapa (called sanotoria) that have first class rooms. We
check in at the Ural, with pool, large sauna, three meals a day
from the Swedish buffet, and European class rooms at just
1,500 rubles per day during this “low” season. We had already
made arrangements to hire a car and driver at $100 per day
plus fuel.
We first head south from Anapa; it takes about 45 minutes to
reach Novorossiysk, Russia’s largest warm water port, and
home to USSR President Brezhnev’s favorite winery, Myskhako.
This winery is situated on Wizard Mountain overlooking the city. Brezhnev
fought in a famous battle here in
World War II and Myskhako’s

cellars were used as a field hospital and bunker for his unit. For
the past few years, fly-in Australian winemaker John
Worontschak has helped Myskhako improve their wines.
Myskako’s crisp, white Aligote and Chardonnay wines have
made it into Moscow through the current wine shortage crisis
and are bargains at just 140 rubles a bottle.
Heading north about 20 kilometers and back towards
Anapa, we find the legendary sparkling wine producer, Abrau
Durso, which is located a few kilometers towards the sea off the
main highway. Abrau Durso was founded in 1870 and in
1896, Prince Lev Golitsyn, the godfather of modern Russian
winemaking, arrived with French specialists to make sparkling
wines. Caverns and tunnels were dug under the hillside at the
winery. Abrau Durso continued operations during Soviet times as
a vinsovkhoz (state wine farm) and today still produces
sparkling wine according to classic methods.
A few kilometers further towards the sea brings us to the
home and winery of newcomer, Winemaking House Karakezidi.
Here, musician and artist Ivan Karakezidi makes just one wine, a
full-bodied red he calls Stretto. We finish the day at a table on
his front porch, watching the setting sun over the Black Sea, with
Shashlik, Stretto, music from Ivan (flute) and his son (guitar).
The next morning, after a refreshing dip in the Black Sea, we
are picked up by the black Mercedes van from Chateau Le
Grand Vostock, for the 45-minute trip inland to this leading area
winery in the village of Sadovy. The “Chateau” and its 400
hectares of vineyards occupy an entire valley of this hilly, forested area. This is a new completely modern winery constructed
with French technology, equipment and specialists in 2003. Its
wines are readily available in Moscow through their website
and at some of the city’s most fashionable restaurants. We take
a guided tour of the winery from resident French winemaker
Frank Duseigneur and his wife, quality manager Gael Brullon.
Amid its gleaming stainless steel tanks and French oak barrels,
we try the full range of the Chateau’s wines from its Terres du
Sud (150 rubles) to the top of the line, Chene Royale, named
for a stately oak that sits on a nearby hilltop overlooking the
vineyards.

Karakezidi Winery
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Two buildings in the village have been remodeled into small
hotels. We spend the remainder of the afternoon wandering the
village and surrounding vineyards and forest. We dine at the
neighborhood stolovaya, the only place that could be called a
restaurant, and this is not typical stolovaya food; its menu has
been modified to please its regular French guests. Sadovy is very
peaceful and quiet, without the modern background noise that is
ever present, even in small towns. At night, a dog’s bark breaks
the silence like a knife.
In the early morning, a van arrives to pick us up for our next
destination, the Taman Peninsula. The drive to Fanagoria winery
takes about an hour and we drive past some of the area’s
famous mud volcanoes; cones of clay created as hot water rises
from deep in the earth. Fanagoria is the largest winery in the
area, and also a former state wine farm. Australian winemaker
Worontshak recently began working at Fanagoria as well and
new French crushing equipment has been installed. Fanagoria
produces its best wines from French grape vines planted in
1999. Fanagoria’s herbal wines, Cherny Leker (Black Healer)
and Bely Leker (White Healer) are specialties.
From Fanagoria, we drive to Taman where we visit the small,
very well kept archeological museum that displays artifacts from
the many civilizations that have populated the region. We drive
on to Port Kavkaz where we can see the Crimean peninsula
across the strait that passes between the Azov and Black Sea.
The drive back to Anapa (and the Ural) takes us by the Lenina
Winery and Vityazevo Winery, directly across from the Anapa
airport. Vityazevo is home to many Russians of Greek descent
that were forced out of northern Turkey and Greece. Vityazevo
Winery is run by Valery Aslanov and his sons, who have made
many improvements since its time as part of a state wine farm.
They produce a decent red Krasny Pontiskoye and white
Chardonnay and Pinot Blanc, but the velvety, deep red dessert
wine, Kagor Vityazevo, is their most interesting creation.

Ivan Karakezidi
Gael Brullon

There are other signs of an awakening of the sleepy Russian
wine industry – rumors of a European joint venture which has
purchased land and is planting vineyards south of Anapa, and a
Swiss winemaker has started a small winery east of Anapa. At
the same latitude as Bordeaux and the Piedmont, and as one of
the oldest wine regions in the world, French winemakers recognized its potential in the late 19th century. Perhaps, 15 years
after the end of the USSR, this region will waken to its future on
the world wine stage.
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AMERICAN
Centre
American Bar&Grill $$ Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs breakfast
and more. Children’s room on weekends. 2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul.,
250-9525, 24 hours,
M. Mayakovskaya.
Correa’s $$ Cozy restaurant serving
New Yorker Isaac Correa’s excellent
food at reasonable prices. Daily specials. Catering available. 8am-10pm,
Sat-Sun. 9am-10pm. 40 Ul. Bolshaya
Ordynka, 725-6035,
M. Tretyakovskaya. E, R, D
Goodman Steak House $$$
Huge steaks, plus generous side dishes
and classic American desserts. Noonmidnight, 23 Tverskaya Ul.,
937-5679, M. Tverskaya.
Hard Rock Cafe $$$
Casual favourites – burgers, BBQ,
cheesecake – amidst rock music
memorabilia. 24 hours. 44 Ul. Arbat,
205-8335, M. Arbatskaya, Smolenskaya. E, K, R (Fri, Sat, and large
groups), B
Simple Pleasures $$$
First-rate dining in tranquil atmosphere. 12am-12pm daily, Tue, Fri,
Sat – 2am.
22/1 Ul. Sretenka, 207-1521,
M. Sukharevskaya. E, B, K
Starlite Diner $$ American ‘50sstyle diner, extensive menu with great
breakfasts, nachos and milkshakes.
Expat hangout. 24 hours. 16
Ul. B. Sadovaya, 290-9638,
M. Mayakovskaya;
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919,
M. Oktyabrskaya. E, K
T.G.I. Friday’s $$$ American
favourites in a cozy wood–panelled
setting. Wi-Fi. Noon-midnight. 18/2
Tverskaya Ul., 200-3921/2497,
M. Pushkinskaya. 1/2 Leninsky
Prospekt., 238-3200,
M. Oktyabrskaya. 33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val,
in Atrium mall, 970-1187,
M. Kurskaya. 14 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg.1,
291-1318, M. Arbatskaya. 3 Ul.
Novoslobodskaya, 780-7922,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E, K, D, B
South, South-East, South-West
American Bar&Grill $$ Noon-midnight, 59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val,
912-3621/15, M. Taganskaya. Noonmidnight, 14 Kirovogradskaya Ul.
(inside Global City Trade Centre),
956-4843, M. Yuzhnaya.
T.G.I. Friday’s $$$ 23 Ul. Garibaldi,
779-4211,
M. Noviye Cheryomushki.
North, North-East, North-West
Correa’s $$ 32 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya
Ul., Bldg.1,
933-4684, M. Barrikadnaya.
Goodman Steak House $$$
31 Novinsky Bulvar,
981-4941,
M. Barrikadnaya. E, R
ARMENIAN
Centre
Cafe Ararat $$$$ Classic
Armenian food inside the Ararat Park
Hyatt. Mon-Fri noon-midnight, Sat-Sun
10am-midnight.

4 Neglinnaya Ul.,
783-1234, ext. 5028,
M. Okhotny Ryad. E, R
BULGARIAN
Centre
Mekhana Bansko $$$ Full Bulgarian
menu. Whole baked lamb marinated in
beer on Fridays. Folk music and dancing waiters.
Wi-Fi. Sun-Thur noon-11pm, Fri-Sat
noon-last diner. 9/1 Smolenskaya Pl.,
241-3132/6729, 244-7387,
M. Smolenskaya. E, R, B
CHINESE
Centre
Dim Sum $$$ Over 40 Chinese dishes prepared by Shanghainese chefs,
but a limited and disappointing dim
sum menu. Noon-last guest. 3 Smolenskaya Ploschad, 937-8425,
M. Smolenskaya. E, D
Druzhba $$$ Reputedly the most
authentic Chinese restaurant in town,
with an extensive menu ranging from
the exotic (ears, offal and trotters) to
the more usual meat and noodle dishes. 10:30am-11pm. 4 Novoslobodskaya Ul., 973-1234/12,
M. Novoslobodskaya. R
Kitaisky Kvartal $$ Authentic Uigur
cusine from the Xinjian Province of
China. 24 hours. Outdoor Garden at
the Propekt Mira location.
Prospekt Mira 12/1 207-6252
M. Sukharevskaya Borodintsovskaya,
2/10 911-3202 E,B,D
Shatush $$$$$ Modern Chinese
with European influences. Minimalist
black wood interior. Noon-midnight.
17 Gogolevsky Bulvar,
201-4071,
M. Kropotkinskaya. E
EUROPEAN
Centre
13 Sandwiches Bistro$ Cozy Italian
eatery serving warm pressed gourmet
sandwiches. Open from 10am to 7pm.
21 Ul. Trubnaya, 106 4996,
M. Trubnaya www.13sandwiches.ru
100% Cotton $$ Modern European
cuisine in a large dining hall topped by
a glass dome. Noon-midnight. 43 Lesnaya Ul., 506-0033/5533,
M. Belorusskaya.
Atlas Cafe and Bar $$$ Watch
sport broadcasts and enjoy European
cuisine. Open from 11 am to 11 pm.
57 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., Bldg.1,
255 9887, M. Belorusskaya. R
Bel Mondo $$$$
Cozy European eatery with a classical
interior. Noon-midnight
16/23 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul.,
250-0029, M. Mayakovskaya
Cafe Maner $$ European menu
which changes every three days.
Wi-Fi. 10am-midnight. Berlin House,
5 Ul. Petrovka, 775-1959,
M. Kuznetsky Most. E, B
Central House of Writers $$$$
Modern European food in an intimate
19th century ambience. 50
Povarskaya Ul., 291-1515/7273,
290-1589, M. Barrikadnaya. E, R
City Grill $$ Contemporary cuisine,
state-of-the-art interior. Noon-2am.
2/30 Sad.-Triumphalnaya Ul.,

299-0953,
M. Mayakovskaya. E, R, B
Courvoisier $$ Modern European
restaurant frequented by the chic and
stylish. 24 hours. Malaya
Sukharevskaya Ploschad, Bldg.8,
924-8242, M. Sukharevskaya. E
Dolf $$$$ Modern European cuisine
in a contemporary, elegant setting.
Purchasable artwork on the walls.
11am-1pm daily. 3/2 1st Smolensky
Per., 241-6217,
M. Smolenskaya. E, B
Donna Clara $$$ Cozy cafe with a
good selection of desserts. Noon11pm. 21/13 Malaya Bronnaya Ul.,
290-3848, M. Tverskaya,
Mayakovskaya. E, B
Frant $$$$
Centrally located, two-story cafe located in a downtown historical building.
Situated on a corner with high ceilings
and large windows, this cafe is wellsuited to sipping coffee while watching
the world walk by. 11am-midnight.
1 Ul. Solyanka, 628-5539,
M. Kitai Gorod
Galereya $$$$ Popular with high
end crowd. Menu includes sushi, European favourites, and more. 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, 937- 4544,
M. Chekhovskaya. E, R, B
Gogol-Mogol $$$ Chic French-style
cafe serving Russian and European
food. 10am-11pm. 6 Gagarinsky Per.,
203-5506, M. Kropotkinskaya. E
Just Cafe $$$
Super-central restaurant-club with a
plush interior complemented by large
mirrors in elaborate frames and crystal
chandeliers. Award-winning cocktail
concoctor Seyran Gevorkyan mixes up
tasty tipples. 24 hours.
5/6 Tverskaya Ul., 692-6158,
M. Okhotny Ryad
Keks $$$ Gallery restaurant with a
1970s European feel. 11am-last visitor. 11 Ul. Timura Frunze,
249-6362, M. Park Kultury. E
Loft $$$ European with French
emphasis. Great view of Moscow from
the open-air balcony. Wi-Fi.
9am–12pm. 25 Nikolskaya,
933-7713/14, M. Lubyanka. E, R (for
special view)
Milk and Honey $$$$
Modern European cuisine in an overthe-top 18th century Hermitage-like
interior. 24 hours. 38 Myasnitskaya Ul.,
921-3278, M. Chistiye Prudy.
Moscow-Berlin $ Ideal for coffee and
desserts. Central European menu. 24
hours. 52/2 Ploschad Tverskoi Zastavy,
251-2282, M. Belorusskaya. E
Moscow-Rome $$ Upmarket,
Mediterranean food. Wi-Fi. 24 hrs.
12 Stoleshnikov Per., Bldg.2,
229-5702, M. Tverskaya. E, B
Na Lestnitse $$ Between Stary and
Novy Arbat on 3 levels. Sushi menu,
Mexican specialties, choice of pasta.
DJ’s and show programmes. Wi-Fi. 1/4
Smolensky Per., 24 hours,
244 0655, 202 7670,
M. Smolenskaya
Night Flight $$$$ European
favourites by Swedish chef: foie gras,
elk carpaccio, pineapple sorbet. 6pm-

5am. 17 Tverskaya Ul.,
229-4165, M. Tverskaya. E, R
Petrovsky $$$
Classically styled restaurant situated
on the second and third floors above a
boutique. Offers European dishes with
modern touches. 11am-midnight.
21 Ul. Petrovka,
624-0358, 621-5713,
M. Chekhovskaya
Pros & Cons $$$ Cozy, relaxed
restaurant with a French-Italian menu.
Good wine list. Noon–midnight.
28 Trubnaya Ul., 921-3392,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E
Restavratsia $$$ Modern European
cuisine accompanied by more than 80
varieties of whisky. 5pm-5am. 7
Leontyevsky Per., 290-5659,
M. Tverskaya. R (Thu, Fri, Sat)
Scandinavia $$$$ Swedish-managed restaurant popular with expats.
Cocktail bar. Wi-Fi. Noon-last diner.
7 Maly Palashevsky Per.,
937-5630, M. Tverskaya. E, K, R, B
Shtolts $$$$ European cuisine in
three differently-decorated rooms.
Noon-last diner. 25–27 Savvinskaya
Nab., 246-0253,
M. Smolenskaya. E, R
Soup $$ Cozy cafe with a reasonably
priced pan-European menu. Wide beverage selection. 62 1st Brestskaya,
Bldg.3, 251-1383, M. Belorusskaya. E
Versiya 1.0 $$$$
Super modern cafe/club/restaurant
with a virtual-reality theme. The menu
consists of dishes of modern European
cuisine while the cocktail list is extensive. The establishment's main drawing
card however, is its virtual-reality room,
where the walls and doors all become
giant displays showing cosmic scenes,
ocean panoramas and other such
"realities." Noon -2am,
Fri. & Sat. noon-4am.
3 Ul. Varvarka, 647-1303/04,
M. Ploshchad Revolyutsii
Vogue Cafe $$$ European food, top
clientele. Mon-Thu 8.30am-1am, Fri
8.30am-2am, Sat noon-2am, Sun
noon-1am. 7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most,
923-1701, E, R, B
Vremya Yest $$ European food with
German and Czech emphases. Beer on
tap. Noon-5am. 1/2 Lesnaya Ul.,
251-6873, M. Belorusskaya. E, B
EASTEN EUROPEAN
Centre
Sati Sark $$$$
Delicious European and Eastern cuisine. 9 am -midnight.
12, Novinsky bulvar, 202-13-12,
M.Barrikadnaya.
FRENCH
Centre
Boulevard $$$$ French,with an
eclectic menu. Noon-last diner. 30/7
Ul. Petrovka, 209 6887, M.
Chekhovskaya. E, D, R (Wed, Thu, Fri)
Cafe des Artistes $$$ Elegant
French eatery and exhibition hall in
one. 11am-1am. 5/6 Kamergersky Per.,
692-4042, M. Tverskaya. E, R, B
Carre Blanc $$$$ Tres chic. Awardwinning wine list. Beer on tap.
12am-12pm. 19/2 Seleznyovskaya Ul.,

Cost of dinner for one without drinks $ = to $15 $$ = $15-30 $$$ = $30-50 $$$$ = $50-100 $$$$$ = over $100
E = English-language menu B = Business lunch R = Reservations recommended
K = Kids menu D = Delivery
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Cafe Roset
Cafe Roset is on the inbound side of Kutuzovsky
Prospekt, just past the Harley Davidson dealer, and the Bottega
Veneta, and Dolce Gabbana shops. It is situated on the second
floor above elitny furniture shop, Interior Salon Line Roset. The
furniture shop opens at 9 every morning in order to admit the
Cafe’s breakfast customers. Along with an excellent kitchen,
Cafe Roset became a Passport favorite a few months ago when
we found a spectacular wine on its list, the Australian, Clarendon
Hills Syrah. Roset’s sommelier, Elena, is also on our preferred list
of wine professionals in Moscow.
We returned several times this month to Cafe Roset to see
how it was fairing. Parking is streetside, and it is usually not
difficult to find a space among the few millions of dollars of
shiny, black steel lined up in front of the neighboring elitny
shops. Enter through the furniture shop, turn right, and up the
stairs to Cafe Roset’s cosy quarters. Most of the tables are
served with the squishy seats so loved by the chill-out crowd,
but there are a few tables with real chairs. Except on late
weekend evenings, a table is usually available. In summer,
there is a pleasant rooftop terrace.
We started with a Tuna Tartar with Quail Egg and Pickled
Ginger (650r); a mound of raw chopped tuna on ice with a raw
egg centered on top. This we followed with an excellent creamy,
slightly spicy Red Bean Soup with Prawns and Thyme (350r) and
a nothing special Tomato and Red Onion Salad (350r).
The Spaghetti with Lobster Claw (1290r) was accompanied
by cherry tomatoes and fresh basil, and was “tasty as hell”
(translation: great) according to one of our guests. A rather more
simple pasta, Penne with Tomato, Basil and Olives (450r), was
adequate, but the Meatballs and Tomato that were ordered as
an accompaniment were simply sad cutlet balls without much
punch. The first time we ordered the Kenyan String Beans with
Peanut there were no peanuts, and both times the Kenyan beans
were overboiled. The Asparagus with Hollandaise Sauce was
fine, but our Dutch guest said that the sauce bore little resemblance to the real thing.
For the main course, we keep coming back for Roset’s Chicken Tabaka (600r), a small but extremely tasty, tender and juicy

Text by Charles Borden
photos by Liza Azarova

chicken dish. The Royal Dorado (800r), which is served with
Teriyaki sauce, has also been a hit.
Cafe Roset has managed to keep a few good wines on its
list throughout the crisis. However, we finished the last two
bottles of a Chilean Ventisquero Syrah Reserva (1800r) and
had to spring for a less palatable Barbaresco (3600r) to finish
off the meal. Apparently, as wines dribble into distributors
hands during the new customs regime, they are snatched up
immediately, and restaurants have to take what they can get.
Roset has a good selection of wines by the glass ranging in
price from 320r to 590r.
We have not been in for breakfast, but Roset must be a popular stop off for a quick business breakfast on the ride into the
city. Beside the usual fresh juices and fruit, Roset serves Russian
dishes such as olady (Russian pancake) and syrniki (fried cheese
patty) as well as kefir and tvorag (house cheese).
Cafe Roset
Kutuzovsky Prospekt 29
Tel: 249-9040
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Reassuring
continuity at

Maharaja
Text by John Bonar, photos by Liza Azarova

Maharaja restaurant was the first of the modern
Indian restaurants in Moscow, opening its doors in 1994 at the
location it still occupies today at Starosadskiy Per. 1, just off
Pokrovka ulitsa. When it opened it received rave reviews from
curry lovers starved for a choice of restaurants with an international standard of service. Maharaja fulfilled the demands then,
and still maintains its high standards of both cuisine and service
under the watchful eye of the restaurant director, Rawat, who
has run the restaurant for the last ten years and is familiar with
most of the long-term businessmen here.
For a ‘return to Maharaja’ dinner one Tuesday evening I invited
Michael Bedford, who formerly ran Cafe des Artistes until 1998
when he forsook Moscow for Hong Kong. We reminisced nostalgically about the old days, but found it reassuring that while the menu
has been updated and Indian movies now play (silently) on the flat
screen TV’s that adorn its walls, Maharajah still serves what is possubly the best curry west of Dubai and east of London, ambassadorial residences always excepted.
“From the reassuringly high proportion of Indians on its waiting staff, you just have to believe there’s an Indian in the kitchen
too,” commented Michael as we demolished the complimentary
plate of papadums that came with mixed chutney, sauces and
chopped onions. It was a touch that while customary in all Indian
restaurants we have eaten in around the world, is sadly often
neglected by many Indian restaurants in Moscow.
Sarwat was an attentive host, and at his recommendation,
we had a starter of mixed kebabs with the Maharaja Kebab
Platter (745 Rubles) consisting of Tandoori Chicken (chicken prepared by marinating for hours and gently roasted in the Tandoor
clay oven); Shesh Kebab of minced mutton flavoured with
coriander and herbs; Malai Kebab, (delicately spiced chicken
coated with cream and cheese); Machli Tikka (a type of sturgeon marinated in ginger and garlic, spices and lemon) and
Paneer Tikka (cottage cheese laced with spices and topped with
a slice of green sweet pepper).
The flavours were delicate and complementary. This is definitely the way to sample all the clay oven appetizers.

To follow, we shared a combination of Mutton Vindalloo,
prepared with onion and potato in a red tomato laced chile
sauce (530 Rubles); Chicken Tikka Masala, tandoor roasted
chicken cooked in a spicy curry sauce (570 Rubles); Hyderabadi Alloo a recent spicy addition to the menu of diced potatoes
cooked with spices and red chili peppers (270 Rubles) and
steamed white Basmati rice (170 Rubles); all accompanied by
fine Garlic Naan bread (80 Rubles)
The Hyderabadi Alloo while dry was not as spicy as we had
been led to believe. The Mutton Vindaloo was spicy hot, but not
at first taste. It took a couple of moments before the full power of
the spices hit the palate, and even then they were not overpowering. The spiciest item on the table had been the chutney served
with papadums at the every beginning, which brought tears to
my eyes, but cleared my sinuses wonderfully. The Masala dish

was, as we both agreed, truly excellent.
We washed the whole down with draught Budweiser (190
Rubles for 0.5L). As Michael told Ratwan, “When God invented beer, I truly believe he meant it as the natural accompaniment to curry.”
To round off the meal, Ratwan insisted we try the Coconut
Burfi, squares of the most exquisitely flavored sweet, a sort of
Indian version of Turkish delight (180 Rubles).
By the end of the leisurely meal the restaurant was full and looking around us we spotted several Indians hosting their Russian business contacts at a traditional meal. “Always a good mark of an ethnic restaurant,” commented Michael. “When you see their own
people here, it means the cooking is as good as home.”
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258-4403,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E, D, R
Fauchon $$$$ Acclaimed French
gourmet delicatessen, wine department and more. 10am-11pm. 7, 1st
Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul.,
978-8083/74 (boutique/ restaurant),
M. Mayakovskaya. E
L’ Etranger $$$ Intimate Frenchstyle fusion with friendly atmosphere.12am-12pm. 13,
1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul.,
250- 9648,
M. Mayakovskaya. E
Le Gateau $–$$ Homely French
cooking with European touches. Wi-Fi.
9am–1am. 23 Tverskaya Ul.,
937-5679, 209 5020,
M. Tverskaya. 2 Paveletskaya Ploschad,
Bldg.1, 937-0532, M. Paveletskaya.
24/27 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul.,
725-6476,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E, R, B
Maison Cafe $$ Home-style French
cooking in pleasant environment.
12am-12pm. 12 Savvinskaya Nab.,
Bldg.8, 246 3240,
M. Smolenskaya, C, E
Monplasir $$$$ French cuisine in a
lavish 19th-century Russian dining
hall. 11am-last guest. 2 Ul. Schipok,
737-0494,
M. Belorusskaya. E, B
Nostalgie $$$$ Sophisticated
French with European and Japanese
touches. 5,000-bottle wine cellar.
Noon–last diner. 12A Chistoprudny
Bulvar, 925-7625, M. Chistiye Prudy.
E, R, B
Paname $$ French-owned with traditional menu and relaxed atmosphere.
7 Stoleshnikov Per., (entrance through
the courtyard),
229-2412, M. Okhotny Ryad.
Parisienne $$$$
Four Dining halls in a 19th century
mansion, with traditional French cuisine. Vintage French and Italian wines.
Live salon jazz on Fridays/Saturdays.
13.00 until last guest. 31 Leningradsy
Prospect; 613 0784.
M. Belorussaya, Dinamo. E
Riviere $$$$ Upscale French food in
a smart setting. Noon-last diner.
4 Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Ul.,
243-0977, M. Kievskaya. E, R
Syrnaya Dyrka $$$ Great range of
French cheeses. Noon-midnight.
32 Ul. Bolshaya Dmitrovka, Bldg.4-6.,
209-1007, M. Chekhovskaya.
FUSION
Centre
Australian Open $$$ Eclectic menu.
Kangaroo and ostrich fillet, live sports
broadcasts. Mon-Fri 10am-6am, SatSun noon-6am. 10 Leningradsky
Prospekt, Bldg.1,
214-1749, M. Belorusskaya.
E, R (Thu, Fri, Sat), B
Botanika $$
Small, but cute, eatery decorated in
soothing shades of green. Serves innovative and tasty modern dishes for
very reasonable prices. Attracts a fairly
fashionable crowd. 11am-midnight.
61a Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul., 2540064, M. Belorusskaya

China Club $$$$ French-Asian
fusion cuisine in an elegant interior.
Noon-midnight. 21 Ul. Krasina,
232-2778, M. Mayakovskaya. E, B
Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie
$$ Eclectic menu in a casual atmosphere. Trendy, young crowd. 24 hours.
24 Ul. Bolshaya Lubyanka,
923-0848, M. Lubyanka. E, R
Uley $$$$ Fusion from a French chef
whose credo is “Food is art”. Wi-Fi. SunWed noon-2am, Thu-Sat 2pm-2am. 7
Ul. Gasheka, 797-4333,
M. Mayakovskaya.E, R, B
Vanil $$$$ Fusion of French and Thai
cuisine. Great view of the nearby
cathedral. Noon-midnight.
1/9 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341,
M. Kropotkinskaya. E, R
Velvet $$$$ Elegant dining. House
specialties include dorado with almond
chutney, marbled beef steak, and Fin
de Claire oysters. Restaurant noonmidnight. Cafe 8.30am-midnight. 40
Ul. Spiridonovka, 101-4065,
M. Tverskaya, Mayakovskaya. E, R
Vesna $$$$ Chic modern interior
with an Italian-Japanese menu.
Noon-midnight. 19/1 Ul. Novy Arbat,
783-6996, M. Arbatskaya. E
GEORGIAN
Centre
Aist $$$$
Occupying a three-floor mansion, the
first floor holds a cafe with a designer
interior, a mixed menu from a variety
of cuisines and more moderate prices
than are found on the second level.
Besides higher prices, the second floor
also has a classical 19th-century dining room interior and a fine-dining
menu with a mix of French, Italian and
Mediterranean dishes. The third floor
offers a summer patio. Noon-Midnight.
8/1 Malaya Bronnaya Ul.
736-9131/32, M. Pushkinskaya
Bericony $$$ Home-style Georgian
cuisine cooked over charcoal. Traditional decor. Homemade wine. 11amlast guest. 11 Ul. Volkhonka, Bldg. 6,
298-1332, M. Kropotkinskaya. E
Genatsvale $$$ Classic Georgian
cuisine with terrific Georgian wine. Live
music from 7pm. 12am-12pm.
12/1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-0445,
M. Kropotkinskaya. E, R (Fri, Sat)
Genatsvale on the Arbat $$$$
Upscale cuisine to satisfy the most
selective gourmet. Noon-1am.
11 Ul. Novy Arbat, Bldg. 2,
203-9453, M. Arbatskaya. E, R
Knyaz Bagration $$$ Georgian cuisine in authentic 19th century atmosphere, as well as wines and
ingredients brought from Georgia.
12am-12pm. 58 Ul. Pluschikha, Bldg.1,
933-7171, M. Park Kultury. E, R
Kolkhi $$$ Classic food plus fat-free
fitness menu. Noon-midnight.
1/1 Leningradsky Prospekt,
257-3176, M. Belorusskaya. B
Rytsarsky Club $$$
Georgian specialties with great views
from the top of Vorobyovy Gory.
1pm-12pm. 28 Ul. Kosygina,
930-0726, M. Leninsky
Prospekt. E, K, R

Cost of dinner for one without drinks $ = to $15 $$ = $15-30 $$$ = $30-50
$$$$ = $50-100 $$$$$ = over $100
E = English-language menu B = Business lunch R = Reservations recommended
K = Kids menu D = Delivery

Suliko $$$$ 3 elegant dining
rooms,120 Georgian specialties.
12am-12pm. 42/2 Ul. Bolshaya
Polyanka, 238-2888,
M. Polyanka. E, R, B
Tiflis $$$$ Georgian food in
Tbilisi townhouse. Noon-midnight.
32 Ul. Ostozhenka,
290-2897/6139,
M. Kropotkinskaya. E, R
GERMAN
Centre
Bavarius $$$ Bavarian food, beer.
12am-12pm. 2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., Bldg.1, 299-4211, M.
Mayakovskaya. E, K, R, B
Beer Market $$$
Out of the way, but has Moscow’s best
range of on-tap beers numbering some
70 varieties. Modern interior and a
classic range of food suitable for
accompanying beer. Noon-midnight.
69 Butyrskaya Ul., 977-7959, M.
Savyolovskaya
Olhof $$ German beer garden on
Pushkin Square. Pleasant atmosphere.
Noon-last visitor. 5 Bolshoy
Putinkovsky Per., 299-2228,
M. Tverskaya. E, B, D
Tinkoff $$$ A beermaker’s industrialstyle restaurant. Live music. Wi-Fi.
Noon-2 am. 11 Protochny Per.,
777-3300, M. Smolenskaya. E, R
GREEK
Centre
Santorini $$$ Greek food in a tavern
setting. Noon-midnight.
15 Bolshaya Nikitskaya Ul.,

291-4588,
M. Okhotny Ryad. E, B
INDIAN
Centre
Banana Leaf $$ Sports bar with
huge video screen and decent Indian
food. Noon-10.45pm (restaurant),
10am-10.30pm (sports bar). 2 Kozitsky Per., 229-2114,
M. Tverskaya. E, B
Khajuraho $$ Indian & European
cuisine amongst wooden replicas of
Indian sculptures. Noon-11pm. 14
Shmitovsky Per., 256 8136/7202, M.
Ul. 1905 Goda. E, R (Fri, Sat), B
Maharaja $$ A favourite spot for
spicy Indian food. Noon-11pm. 2/1 Ul.
Pokrovka, 921-9844,
M. Kitai-Gorod. E, R
South
Guroo $$$ Indian cuisine in traditional surroundings. Attentive service and
pleasant ambience. Noon-midnight.
20/30 Ul. Krzhizhanovskogo, Bldg.1,
125-6276, M. Profsoyuznaya. E, B
INTERNATIONAL
Centre
Academia Cafe & Pizzeria $$
Italian food plus sushi bar. Great place
to enjoy pizza prepared in a wood
oven. 11am-midnight. 2 Kamergersky
Per., 292-9649,
M. Tverskaya. E, B
Amfiteatro $$$$ French, Italian, and
Mediterranean food with a few
Georgian dishes. Live music. Noon-last
diner. 7 Marksistskaya Ul.,
911-0523, M. Taganskaya. E, D
Atlas $$$

Russia’s Finest
Seafood
Restaurant
Leninsky prospect, 57
Tel. 135 5071
open 12.00-24.00
Schmitovsky proezd, 3
Tel. 259-4795 www.porto-maltese.org
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Offers an assortment of French, Italian
and Greek dishes. Has large, full-length
windows overlooking the street and a
large globe to justify the name. 11ammidnight 57 Bolshaya
Gruzinskaya Ul., Building 1, 255-9887,
M. Belorusskaya
Biscuit $$$$ Casual dining, eclectic
menu. Sun-Wed 12am-12pm, Thu-Sat
12am-1am. 19 Ul. Kuznetsky Most,
Bldg. 1, 925-1729,
M. Kuzn. Most. E, R
Bleachers $ Moscow’s newest Sports
Bar offers a range of Burgers, Pizzas,
South American hot dogs, English
favourites including bangers and
mash, Shepherd’s Pie initiated by General Manager Martin Bainbridge. Features Happy Hour 6-9 every night,
Ladies Night with free Redd’s Thursdays 7-10 and Monday Countdown.
International sport coverage from
around trhe world and sports betting
on premises from Stan James. Discotheque from 10 p.m. 24 hours.
1,Volgogradsky Prospekt (side of Jackpot). 676-3972. M. Proletarskaya. E, B
(50% disc Sun-Mon noon – 8 p.m.)
CafО Roset $$$$
Along with an excellent kitchen, CafО
Roset offers a spectacular wine on its
list, the Australian, Clarendon Hills
Syrah. Visitors are welcome
from 9am – midnight.
29, Kutusovsky prospect,
249-90-40, M. Kutuzovskaya
Grillage $$$$ European-Russian
cuisine with vegetarian menu and

homemade chocolates. Good wines
and Chinese teas. 12-12pm. 1/2 Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 1, 953-9333,
M. Novokuznetskaya. E, R, W
Guillys restaurant $$$
steak&seafood in a historic mansion.
Multinational culinary hits,special summer menu, extensive wine list. MonSun noon-midnight. Stoleshnikov
Per., 6 629-2050, 933-5521
M. Tverskaya or Teatral'naya
noon-midnight. Stoleshnikov Per.,6
629 2050, 933 55 21
M. Tverskaya or Teatral'naya
I Fiori $$$$
A fashionable place for fashionable
people with a fashionable menu featuring Italian, European, Japanese and
Thai. Has a chill-out section plus
turntables for guest DJs. The restaurant doubles as an interior-design studio, so all items such as vases and so
on are for sale. Noon-last guest. 36/9
Novy Arbat, 290-7160,
M. Arbatskaya
Kasbar $$$ Arabian, European and
Japanese cuisine in oriental interiors.
Belly dancers every evening. Noon to
last diner. 53/6 Ul.Ostozhenka,
246-0246, M. Park Kultury
Ko.Bor.-Dash $$$
Classical and formal interior with crystal chandeliers and portraits in gold
frames hanging on the walls. Serves a
variety of cuisines including Italian
and Uzbek. Noon-midnight.
3 Orlikov Per., 207-8100,
M. Krasniye Vorota

Louisiana Steak House $$$ A variety of steaks and shashlik. European
food served as well. 11am-1am. 30
Pyatnitskaya Ul., Bldg. 4,
951-4244,
M. Novokuznetskaya. E, K, R
Lubyansky $$$$
Housed in the same building as the
FSB's premises by Lubanskaya
Ploshchad. The two-level restaurant
among its numerous designer features
has five projection screens, a DJ and
VJ booth and a soundproofed area
suitable for either karaoke or private
business meetings. The menu offers a
mixture of Middle Eastern, Mediterranean with some Russian offerings.
24 hours. 7 Malaya Lubyanka,
621-1378, M. Lubyanka
Lyustra $$$ European, Middle
Eastern and fusion cuisine in elegant
19th century palace. Noon-last guest.
11/1 Vorotnikovy Per.,
299-5852/3378,
M. Mayakovskaya. E, B, R, K
Madam Galife $$ Thai, Hungarian,
Andalusian and Georgian food. Live
music. 12am-12pm weekdays, 5pm12pm Sat-Sun. 26/1 Prospekt Mira,
775-2601, M. Prospekt Mira.
Ocean Dream $$$$
A seafood restaurant with a twist. Run
by Indian restaurateurs, this eatery
offers a change from the swathe of
Mediterranean seafood restaurants
that have opened around town by
offering seafood served in an Indian
and Portuguese fashion. Quite expensive. 11am-last guest.
26 Nikoloyamskaya Ul.,
502-9906, M. Marksistskaya
Poison $$$ Upmarket international
menu and an extensive cocktail list in
stylish surroundings. Popular with hip
young crowd. Noon-6am.
13 Ul. Myasnitskaya, Bldg.3,
923-0492,
M. Chistiye Prudy, Lubyanka. E
Polo Club $$$ International cuisine
in stylish and modern surroundings.
Menu includes prime beef steak and a
good selection of seafood. Extensive
wine list. 6pm-12pm Marriot Royal
Aurora Hotel, 11/12 Ul. Petrovka,
937-1024,
Prado Cafe $$$$ Predictable offering of European, Italian, Chinese and
Japanese food in plush surroundings.
Noon-2am. 2 Slavyanskaya Ploschad,
784-6969. M. Kitai-Gorod. R
Praga $$$$ European, Russian,
Japanese and Brazilian dishes in
luxurious setting. Ten different rooms
and a nightclub. Noon-last guest. 2/1
Ul. Arbat, 290-6171,
M. Arbatskaya. E, C
Shokolad $$$$ Pan-European menu
plus a selection of Japanese dishes.
Cozy decor and live music.
24 hours. 5 Strastnoi Bulvar,
787-8866, M. Tverskaya. E, W
Tunnel $$ Japanese-American food
with a European twist. Menu includes
shashlik, chicken curry and vegetarian
dishes. 24 hours. 7 Lubyansky Proezd,
937-4101, M. Kitai-Gorod. E, B
North-West
Zolotoi Kupol $$$$
Upmarket restaurant serving Cau-

casian and pan-European cuisine. Wide
selection of beverages. 24 hours.
Gorky, Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,
419-5278
ITALIAN
Centre
Accenti $$$$ Innovative Italian with
Japanese touches. 11am–last diner. 7
Kropotkinsky Per.,
246-1515. M. Park Kultury. E, R (Fri,
Sat, Sun)
Adriatico $$$$ Exquisite dining.
Four seating areas, each with its own
style and menu. Noon-last diner. 3
Blagoveschensky Per., 209-7914,
M. Mayakovskaya. E, R
Angelico’s $$$$ Italian food with
pan-European flair. Homemade pastas
and seafood. Noon-midnight. 6 Bolshoy Karetny Per.,
299-3696, M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E, D
(orders from $200), R
Antonio $$$$ Stylishly modern yet
warm restaurant. Wide selection of
French and Italian wines. Live music.
2a Ul. 1905 Goda, 255-1125,
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda. E, D
A Propos $$$$
In the same building as the Kalyagina
theater. Simple interior and a sophisticated menu, including interesting
seafood options. Not inexpensive.
Noon-midnight
2 Frolov Per. 625-4954/38,
M. Chistiye Prudy
Bellagio $$$$ Chic Italian in a
scenic and elegant atmosphere.
Live music. 8 Mosfilmovskaya Ul.,
143-8887, M. Kievskaya. R
Bocconcino $$$$
Modest, yet elegantly designed Italian
restaurant that prides itself on its pizzas and probably offers the thinnest
crusts in town. The pizzas are good
value, but the bill can add up if you
start ordering other dishes or wine.
Noon-midnight.
7 Strasnoi Bulvar, 299-7359,
M. Pushkinskaya
Bon $$$$
The third in a series of designer
restaurants with design by Philippe
Starck (the other two were opened in
Paris). Italian cuisine for, as would be
expected, substantial prices. Noon-last
guest. 4/4 Yakimanskaya Ul.,
Building 1, 737-8009, M. Polyanka
Bosco $$$$ Italian menu with good
selection of wines. Relaxed atmosphere. 11am-11pm. 3 Red Square,
GUM, 1st floor, 929-3182/3139,
M. Okhotny Ryad. E
Caffe Fresco $$$ Relaxed but elegant atmosphere. Homemade pastas,
pizza, and grilled seafood by an Italian
chef. Noon-last diner. 8, 1st Frunzenskaya Ul., 242-0562,
M. Park Kultury. E, D, R, B
Cantinetta Antinori $$$$
Out-of-this-world Italian plus a selection of 50+ Antinori wines. Noon-midnight. 20 Denezhny Per.,
241-3771, M. Smolenskaya. E
Cipollino $$$$
Coffee and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery a stone's throw from Christ
the Savior Cathedral. Three halls with

Cost of dinner for one without drinks $ = to $15 $$ = $15-30 $$$ = $30-50
$$$$ = $50-100 $$$$$ = over $100
E = English-language menu B = Business lunch R = Reservations recommended
K = Kids menu D = Delivery
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numerous divans make for cozy dining
in this upmarket restaurant. Noon6am. 7 Soimonovsky Proyezd,
Building 1, 291-6576,
M. Kropotkinskaya
CRU $$$ Modern Italian prepared by
Milanese chef. Specialties include
homemade desserts. Noon-last guest.
61 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul.,
254-0064, M. Barrikadnaya. E
Da Giacomo $$$$
The upmarket international Italian
restaurant chain, which has popular
branches in Milan and New York, has
opened in Moscow. The restaurant is
said to offer an exact copy of the menu
available in its two sister eateries. Best
known for its seafood dishes. Noonmidnight. 25/20 Ul. Spiridonovka,
746-6964, M. Barrikadnaya
Dorian Gray $$$$ Sophisticated,
traditional Italian cuisine. Great Kremlin view. 12am-1am. 6/1
Kadyshevskaya Nab., 238-6401,
M. Polyanka. E, R, B
Italianets $$$ Casual Italian
dining with a French twist. Noon11pm. 13 Samotyochnaya Ul.,
688-5651,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E, K, R, B
La Grotta $$ Modern Italian cuisine
in a light, spacious interior. Noon-midnight. 27/4 Bolshaya Bronnaya Ul.,
200-3057, M. Tverskaya. E, R
Macaroni $$ Relaxed, cozy restaurant serving classic Italian food. Noonmidnight. 62 Bolshaya Gruzinskaya Ul.,
255-5593, M. Barrikadnaya. E, B
Mario $$$ Delightful elegance and
style flavoured with best quality Italian
dishes. 17 Ul. Klimashkina,
253-6505,
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda. E, R
Moi Druzya $$ Relaxed and friendly
Italian restaurant serving a variety of
pasta, risotto and fish dishes. Extensive
wine menu. Noon-midnight. 22 1st
Tverskaya–Yamskaya Ul.,
251-1116/7868,
M. Mayakovskaya. E
Pasta della Mamma $$$
Many kinds of home-made pasta and
pizza. From noon to midnight. 12/9
Spiridonyevskiy Per.,
730-5600, M. Pushkinskaya.
Pinocchio $$$$ Gourmet dining.
Italian chef and sommelier, Cuban
cigars. Wi-Fi. Noon-last diner. 5/7
Kamergersky Per., 299-7361,
M. Okhotny Ryad. E, R
Prego Pizza & Pasta $$$
Traditional Italian cuisine and decor.
10am-12pm. 6 Dolgorukovskaya Ul.,
785-7895,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E, B
Semifreddo Little bit of everything –
special set from chef. Large list of
wines, sparkling wines, grappa and
cognacs. Noon-11pm. 2 Rossolimo Ul.,
248-6169, M. Park Kultury
Settebello $$$$ Classic Italian menu
with a Russian twist. Cozy coffee
lounge. Noon-last diner. 3 SadovayaSamotechnaya Ul.,
299-1656/ 3039,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. K, R

Spago $$$ Stylish restaurant with a
wide range of pastas. Live music.
Noon-11pm. 1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky
Per., 921-3797,
M. Lubyanka. E, B
Syr $$$$ Charming Italian restaurant
with a wine lounge on the second floor.
Noon-last diner. 16/2 SadovayaSamotechnaya Ul., 209-7770,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E, R
Tesoro $$$ Modern Italian food
including over fifteen varieties of
pizza. Good venue for business or
romantic dinners. Live pianist
evenings. 10am-11pm. 4 Romanov
Per., (Romanov Business Center),
937-7730, M. Tverskaya. E, B
Tutto-Bene $$$$ Bright, eclectic
decor with cuisine from different Italian provinces. Vegetarian menu available. Good selection of Italian and
French wines. Noon-11pm.
1/15 Kotelnicheskaya Nab.,
234-3223, 915-2610,
M. Kitai-Gorod. E, B
Villa Rosa $$$$
Fancy Italian restaurant housed in a
19th century mansion. Features rosecolored interior design, high-back arm
chairs and finished of with chandeliers. Be prepared to spend a lot of
money. Noon-midnight.
52 Pyatnitskaya Ul., 951-4080, M.
Dobryninskaya
Yama-Mia $$$
A two-hall sports bar and beer restaurant located right downtown. Serves
beer-friendly food with an Italian twist.
Offers inexpensive local beers as well
as imports. Shows live sporting matches. Noon-midnight.
27 Tverskaya Ul., Building 1,
580-0871, 782-7185,
M. Mayakovskaya
North-West
Pinocchio $$$$ Gourmet dining.
Italian chef and sommelier, Cuban
cigars. Wi-Fi. Noon-last diner.
4/2 Kutuzovsky Pr.,
243-5688, M. Kutuzovskaya.
South
Cicco Club $$$ Family-friendly classic Italian restaurant with a winter garden. Specialises in Italian wines. 8-10
Azovskaya Ul., 310-3611,
M. Nakhimovsky Prospekt. B, E
Da Cicco $$$$ Family-oriented Italian dining. Good wine list. 11am–midnight. 13/12 Profsoyuznaya Ul.,
125-1196,
M. Profsoyuznaya. E, R
Giardino Italiano $$ Warm and
relaxed Sicilian restaurant specialising
in handmade pastas and seafood. Generous portions. Noon-11pm. 37 Leninsky Prospekt, 958-1292,
M. Leninsky Prospekt. B, E
ISRAELI
Centre
Tsimmis $$$$ Cuisine is comprised
of original, carefully-collected home
recipes. Beautiful interiors. Separate
kosher area with its own kitchen and
grill. Noon-midnight. Kosher kitchen
closed Sat. 3 Novoslobodskaya Ul.,
973-0873,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E, K, R

JAPANESE
Centre
Anime i Manga $$$$
Sushi bar with, as the name would suggest, a Japanese animation and cartoon theme. The walls and tables are
covered with Japanese cartoons.
Waitresses dress like Japanese schoolgirls. Noon-midnight.
79 Butyrskaya Ul. 210-3549,
M. Dmitrovskaya
Benihana $$$-$$$$ Japanese
Teppan-style restaurant and fusion
lobby bar. Dishes skillfully prepared in
front of customers. Noon-midnight.
5 Pushkin Ploschad,
209-1023, M. Tverskaya. E, B
Dzhusto $$$$ Upscale Japanese
eatery. Sun-Thu noon–midnight, FriSat noon-2am. 9 Bolshoi Tolmachevsky Per.,
937-3750, 953 6595,
M. Tretyakovskaya. E, D, R, B
Khato $$$ Modern Japanese restaurant with diverse Japanese menu.
11am-midnight.
19 Bolshaya Nikitskaya Ul., Bldg.1,
290-2254, M. Arbatskaya. W, B
Little Japan $$ Arkady Novikov’s latest, this time Japanese cuisine of average price and standard. 1pm-1am. 12a
Bolshaya Dorogomilovskaya Ul.,
243-2133, M. Kievskaya.
Rikyu $$ Traditional Japanese cuisine
in stylish surroundings. Extensive
drinks menu includes plum wines and
gold-flaked sake. Noon-midnight. 26
Prospekt Mira, Bldg. 8,

937-8803,
M. Prospekt Mira. E, B, C
Sapporo $$$ Modern Japanese
restaurant with an extensive sushi and
sashimi menu. Noon-11pm. 14
Prospekt Mira, 207-0198/8253,
M. Prospekt Mira. E, B
Seiji $$$$ Minimalist modern
Japanese restaurant with an elegantlycrafted and unusual menu. Noon-last
guest. 5/2 Komsomolsky Prospekt,
246-7624,
M. Park Kultury. E, B (6 options)
Tokyo $$$$$ Creative setting with
sophisticated Japanese food. Noonmidnight. 6 Ul.Varvarka (inside Rossiya
Hotel), 298-5707/5374,
M. Kitai-Gorod. E, B
Yapona Mama $$ Japanese food in
modern, steely surroundings. SunThurs noon-last diner, Fri-Sat noon5am. 11 Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 3,
921-6098, M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar.
R (Fri, Sat, Sun), K (Sat, Sun), B
Yellow Sea $$$$ Chinese and
Japanese cooking with a separate oyster menu. Chef’s specials, comprehensive wine and cigars list, summer
menu. Live gigs by international artists
on the summer terrace. Sun to Tue,
noon to 1.00 am, Wed to Sat, from
noon to 6.00. 27 Ul. Bolshaya Polyanka, 953 9634/54, M. Polyanka
North
Bega Tokyo $$ Modern Japanese
restaurant in minimalist surroundings.
11am-11pm. 8th floor Hotel Bega, 11
Begovaya Alley, 946-1733.
M. Begovaya, Dinamo E, B

Cost of dinner for one without drinks $ = to $15 $$ = $15-30 $$$ = $30-50
$$$$ = $50-100 $$$$$ = over $100
E = English-language menu B = Business lunch R = Reservations recommended
K = Kids menu D = Delivery
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Whisky

Whisky Tasting

“ScotsWhaHae”
John Bonar

Scots Wha Hae (Standard English translation:
Scots who have) and they have little more famous than their
whisky. No visit to Scotland would be complete without sampling a ‘wee dram’ of uisge beatha or ‘the water of life’ …the
name given by the ancient Celts to the fiery amber nectar we
now call Scotch whisky. Our ‘tour’ however was confined to the
Whisky Bar of Simple Pleasures Restaurant where we traveled
from the banks of the Clyde, to Inverness and Speyside then
across to the islands of Arran and Islay off the west coast, before
ending in the Highlands. All the whiskies we tasted were single
malts, each from an individual distillery having their own characteristics from the locality where it is distilled.
Veld 21, the largest importer and distributor of malt whisky in
Russia, supplied a selection of five whiskies for tasting, Passport
brought along a sixth and Jerry Ruditser, our generous host, provided a seventh.
The St Andrew Society of Russia was represented by Tom
Buchan, resplendent in full highland dress. The Society undertakes a number of charitable activities and is noted for its annual
St. Andrew’s Ball traditionally held on the last Saturday of
November. This is usually the largest of the expat balls in
Moscow and tickets are usually sold out well before the event.
To be sure of getting tickets for an event where kilts, pipers and
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whisky are in full flow, now is the time to reserve by contacting
John Roche: roche@officescape.ru .
The first whisky we sampled was Auchentoshan (Pronounced
Ock-un-tosh-an), a lowland malt from the distillery on the banks
of the river Clyde. The Auchentoshan Distillery at Dalmuir was
founded around 1825 by Irish refugees escaping the famine in
Ireland, and they followed the Irish practice of triple distillation.
Since 1974 it has been owned by the Morrison Bowmore
group, who are a part of the Japanese company, Suntory. The
bottle we tasted was from the independent bottler, Murray
McDavid, and the amber scotch had been aged in Bourbon
and Viognier casks. The fruity influence of Viognier from Condrieu gave this Auchentoshan its distinctive flavor.
Moving up to Inverness-shire and the Tomatin Distillery, we
sampled a 12year-old bottle from the biggest distillery in Scotland.
This distillery with a total of 23 “stills” is also owned by the
Japanese - the Takara, Shuzo & Okura international hotels group,
who use the bulk of the production in their ‘Big T’ house blends.
Moving across to Banffshire we tasted another Highland
Speyside, Glenfarclas 12 year-old. Speyside is situated to the
North of the Cairngorm Mountains and south of the Moray Firth.
Named after the river Spey most of the 60 distilleries in the area
take their water from its tributaries – the Fiddich, the Livet and

Whisky

1
Photos: 1. Geoffrey Cox, John Bonar and Tom Buchan share a joke; 2. Chan
Siew Eng 3. John Horton, 4. Jerry Ruditser 5. Adrian Tan

the Avon. Glenfarclas is one of the few independent family
owned distilleries still producing. The current Chairman, John S.
Grant, is the fifth generation to manage the distillery purchased
in 1865 by his great-great-grandfather. Sherried fruit, oak and a
hint of peat give the complex taste to this malt.
Moving across the countryside we headed off the west coast
to the island of Arran where we sampled the 1995 first distillation from Scotland’s newest distillery, founded in 1995 by former
Chivas director Harold Currie. Currie has revived the 150 year
old tradition of distilling on the island of Arran which is sometimes called ‘Scotland in miniature’ because of its varied landscapes of mountain, plain, lakes, valleys and castles. This first
bottling in a limited edition is a young six year-old, and although
it has great potential it is not yet ready to compete with the others
that spend ten years or more maturing in oak tasks.
From Arran we moved south to the Isle of Islay, a tiny island
in the Argyll county of Scotland. Islay can boast of eight active
distilleries and is one of the most appreciated groups of whiskey
by single malt lovers. The highly distinctive feature of the Islay
malts consists of a strong peaty, seaweedy, smokey flavor which
is unforgettable. One either loves it or hates it. So strong is the
medicinal tangy flavor that it was the only Scotch legally sold in
the U.S. during prohibition – in pharmacies!
Bruichladdich (Brock-lad-ick), a distillery now owned by
Murray McDavid, now bottles all of their whiskies there as an
independent bottler, and it is not a typical Islay. It is more muted
and gentle on the palate.
Our penultimate taste adventure was with a 15 year-old
Laphroig (La-froig). Many of the panel members were familiar
with the ten year old version which retains all the strong characteristics of the Islay malts. The 15 year-old is a richer and more
mature version. This whisky is produced in such small quantities
and is in such demand that it is often hoarded and drunk by the
thimbleful to make it last as long as possible.
Wine
Auchentoshan 1992 13 year-old
Tomatin 12 year-old
Glenfarclas 12 year-old
Arran First Distillation 1995
Bruichladdich 12 year-old
Laphroig 15 year-old
Edradour 10 year-old

Price
Rubles
2192
1829
2452
2280
2623
3543
2700

Rating
3.6
3.1
3.2
3.5
3.6
4.5
4.4

3

2

Tom Buchan described it as “Nectar of the Gods, the yardstick for all other whiskies.”
However, at Jerry Ruditser’s insistence, we all sampled a
dram of the 10 year-old Edradour, a whiskey from a Pitlochry,
Perthshire distillery. This whisky was a very close second to
Laphroig in the panel’s ratings. It is from the smallest distillery in
Scotland, with just three full time employees. It has passed
through several owners and since 2002 is now owned by the
independent bottler, Signatory Vintage. The smell and the taste
are very distinctive, and for many, can be confused with the subtle delayed taste of smoke and peat in the Laphroig 15 year-old
at a first tasting.
As Tom Buchan said, “There is no such thing as a bad whisky.
It’s just that some are better than others.”
An opinion shared by our cosmopolitan tasting panel, who
rated all the whiskies above 3.1 on average.

4
Passport Easy Rating System
I love this whisky!
I really like this whisky!
This whisky is good!
This whisky is not that good!
I don’t really care for this whisky!

5
5 pts.
4 pts.
3 pts.
2 pts.
1 pt.

THE PANEL
John Bonar, Managing Editor, Passport Magazine
Jerry Ruditser, Proprietor, Simple Pleasures Restaurant
Tom Buchan, Senior Consultant, D.M. Engineering
John Horton, Sales Director, Moscom Group
Geoffrey Cox, O.B.E., Chairman, Astera
Adrian Tan, 1st Secretary, Embassy of Singapore
Chan Siew Eng, Embassy of Singapore
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KOREAN
Centre
Silla $$$ Korean food served in
pleasant surroundings. Live music,
plus a karaoke club attached. Noonmidnight. 1 Kamennaya Sloboda Per.,
(495) 241-1045/2521,
M. Smolenskaya. E, R, B
South-East
Oreok $$ Pan-Asian menu.
11am–11pm. 26 Volgogradsky
Prospekt, 670-1300/9070,
M. Volgogradsky Prospekt. E, B
South-West
Royal Family $$$ Korean restaurant
where you order by pressing buttons
on the table. Spicy food and complimentary unlimited salads.10am–11pm.
15 Ul. Kosygina (Hotel Orlyonok),
(495) 939-8663/8551, M. Leninsky
Prospekt. E
LATIN AMERICAN
Centre
Atsteka $$$ Latin American with a
European touch. Live music. Sun-Thu
noon-1am, Fri-Sat noon-2am. 11/1
Novoslobodskaya Ul., (495) 972-0511,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E, D, R, B
Che $$ Pretend to be a revolutionary
while sipping on a “Cold War” cocktail
paired with Latino food. 24 hours.
10/2 Nikolskaya Ul.,
(495) 921-8117/7477, M. Kuznetsky
Most. E, R (in person), B
El Inka $$$ Pike-perch ceviche, paella and other South American classics
in an Incan interior. 11am-midnight.
10/7 Rozhdestvensky Bulvar,
(495) 928-2800, M. Chistiye Prudy.
E, K, R, B
Santa Fe $$$$ Thoughtfully-prepared Latin American food with a hint
of Mexican influence. Wi-Fi.
Sun-Wed noon-midnight, Thu-Sat
noon-3am. 5/1 Mantulinskaya Ul.,
Bldg. 6, 256-1487, M. Ulitsa 1905
Goda. E, R, B
MEDITERRANEAN
Centre
Cafe Del Sol $$$ Mediterranean
food in a Southern resort atmosphere.
Noon-11pm. 4/2 Kutuzovsky Prospekt,
(495) 243-2369/8, M. Kievskaya. E, R
Carpaccio $$$$ Innovative Mediterranean cuisine, inventive interior, and
an award-winning wine cellar. Noonlast diner. 40-42 Ul. Ostozhenka,
(495) 246-6107, M. Park Kultury. E, R
Crab House $$$$ New York-style
Mediterranean restaurant and sushi
bar in the heart of town. Extensive
wine menu. Noon-midnight. 6 Tverskaya Ul., (495) 292-5359/5369,
M. Tverskaya. E, B
Noa $$$-$$$$ Elegant Mediterranean cafe and restaurant in sleek
surroundings. Wide range of seafood.
Cafe 11am-last diner, restaurant
12am-last diner. 7 Protochny Per.,
244-0777, M. Smolenskaya. E, R
(Fri, Sat), B
North-West
Isola $$$ Good views of the Moscow
River. Extensive wine menu.
Noon–midnight. 22/24 Kutuzovsky

Prospekt, Bashnya 2000,
(495) 730-4400, M. Kutuzovskaya. E
MEXICAN
Centre
Acapulco $$ Mexican cuisine with a
European influence. Good venue for
business or romantic dinners. Noonlast guest. 14 Ul. Petrovka,
(495) 200-4443, M. Kuznetsky
Most. E, B
MIDDLE EASTERN/NORTH
Centre
Ketama $$$ Moroccan food served
as you lounge on authentic rugs and
pillows. Remove your shoes at the
door. 24 hours. 5/6 Ul. Bolshaya
Dmitrovka, (495) 229-9268,
M. Teatralnaya. E
Muskat $$$ Chic Algerian cuisine in
a laid-back North African decor.
Hookahs available. Noon-midnight. 11
Novoslobodskaya Ul., (495) 973-5174,
M. Novoslobodskaya. E
Shafran $$$ Well-prepared Lebanese
cuisine served in modern yet comfortable settings. Noon-midnight. 12/9
Spiridonyevsky Per.(495) 737-9500,
M. Tverskaya, Mayakovskaya. E, D, R, B
PAKISTANI
Centre
Gandhara $$ Pakistani fusion food
and replicas of ancient Buddhist statues in a high-ceilinged interior. 12am12pm. 15 Rochdelskaya Ul., Bldg. 7,
255-9959, M. Ul.1905 Goda. E, R, B
PAN-ASIAN
Centre
5 Spice $$$ A splendid hodgepodge
of Chinese, Thai, and Indian dishes.
12am-12pm. 3/18 Sivtsev Vrazhek
Per., 203-1283,
M. Kropotkinskaya. E, B
IST Buffet $$ All the Chinese and
Japanese you can eat for a flat fee.
11am-midnight. 16 Novoslobodskaya
Ul., 973-1350, M. Novoslobodskaya.
Kambala $$$$
Seafood restaurant where you mix and
match your seafood from a bed of ice
with your vegetables from wicker baskets and have them prepared to your
liking. Seating is in little dinghy-like
booths named after Georgian towns.
Noon-midnight.
11 Novy Arbat, Building 2, (495) 2914909, M. Arbatskaya
Mao $$$ Chinese, Japanese, Thai and
Indian cuisine in an oriental setting.
Good selection of wines and teas.
Noon-last guest. 2a
Ul. 1905 Goda, 255-5955,
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda. E, B
Pan Asia $$ Reasonably-priced Indian, Chinese and Japanese cuisine.
Friendly service.
11.30am-midnight. 30/2
Ul. Bolshaya Lubyanka, 924-4497,
M. Chistiye Prudy. E, B
Talk of the Town $$$ Cafe and restaurant serving a variety of Chinese and
North Indian dishes. Cafe 9am-10.30pm,
restaurant n12am-11pm. 113/1 Leninsky Prospekt, 956-5999, M. Leninsky
Prospekt. E, B,W

Tan $$$ Chinese Tan dynasty returns
with its delicacies and interiors.
Japanese menu.VIP rooms andhookah.
13 Oruzheiniy Per., 251-0877,
M. Mayakovskaya. E, B, K, R
SEAFOOD
Centre
Cutty Sark $$$ Seafood emphasis on
this maritime restaurant’s EuropeanJapanese menu. Oyster bar and sushi
bar. Noon-last guest. 12 Novinsky Bulvar, 202-1312, M. Smolenskaya. E, B
File $$$
Decorated with seaside motifs, the
name means fillet and this small oneroom restaurant does, as you would
expect, serve fish fillets among other
seafood dishes. 11am-11pm.
4/3 Strasnoi Bulvar, Building 3, (495)
209-2844, M. Pushkinskaya
Fish $$$ Cozy modern restaurant
near Patriarch’s Ponds with an extensive selection of seafood, fresh salads
and soups. Noon-midnight. 12/2
Kozikhinsky Per.,
(495) 209-4410, M. Tverskaya,
Mayakovskaya. EGreen $$$$ Catalonian offerings, fresh seafood. Noonmidnight. 12 Kutuzovsky Prospekt,
(495) 243-6407,
M. Kutuzovskaya. E, R
La Maree $$$$ Mediterranean
seafood restaurant in upscale minimalist surroundings. Noon 11.30pm. 28
Ul. Petrovka, (495) 200-0930,
M. Chekhovskaya. R
La Voile $$$$
Super expensive seafood restaurant with
a designer interior in gold tones. Boasts a
tapas menu as well as a variety of
seafood. Noon-midnight.
19 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul.
(495)771-7940, M. Belorusskaya
Market $$$ You choose the fish and
the way it should be prepared. Noonlast diner. 18 Sadovaya–Samotechnaya Ul., (495) 955-4448, 200-2905,
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E, K
Porto Maltese $$$ Must for all
seafood lovers. Fresh ingredients are
imported 3-4 times a week
and are prepared in numerous ways –
as you wish. Decor makes
you feel that you are dining on board
ship. Noon to last diner.
3 Schmitovsky Proezd.
(495) 259-4759.
M. Komsomolskaya. E, R.
Rybny Bazar $$$ Stylishly modern
restaurant with international menu.
Specialties include both seafood and
meat dishes. 12am-12pm. 10/2
Trekhprudny Per.,
209-5444, M. Tverskaya. E, B
Sirena $$$$ Formal seafood
restaurant with live piano music. Good
choice for either a date or a slap-up
family meal. Noon-midnight. 15 Bolshaya Spasskaya Ul.,
(495) 208-0200,
M. Sukharevskaya. E, R
SPANISH
Centre
Los Bandidos $$$$ Designed after
the restaurant of the same name in

Puerto Banus, Spain. Traditional Spanish food from Andalucia and Catalonia.
From noon to last guest. 7 Ul. Bolshaya
Ordynka, 953 0466, M. Tretyakovskay
Tapa de Comida $$$$
Three-level Spanish restaurant. The
first floor features a tapas bar, while
the second and third are more serious
restaurants. The tapas bar offers a
decent range of inexpensive nibbles
and a good range of affordable wines.
Shows sporting matches on a large
screen. 24 hours
20/2 Trubnaya Ul., Building 3, (495)
208-2007, M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar
Tibet Kitchen $$$ Tibetan cuisine
with a Chinese influence. Friendly
service and a laid-back ambience.
Noon–11pm. 5/6 Kamergersky Per.,
(495) 923-2422, 961-3441,
M. Tverskaya. E, B.
UZBEK
Centre
Beloye Solntse Pustyni $$$$
Uzbek-Arab cuisine featuring laghman,
manty and homemade fruit jams. Belly
dancing and live music after 8pm.
Noon-3am. 29/14 Neglinnaya Ul.,
(495) 209-7525, M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar. E
Khodzha Nasreddin v Khive $$$ 2
halls with splendid interiors.
Traditional dishes can be prepared in
front of you. Noon-midnight,
10 Ul. Pokrovka, (495) 917-0444,
M. Kitai-Gorod, Chistiye Prudy. E. Restaurant’s summer terrace is called
Achuchuk Chaikhana,
offers a smaller menu, lesser
prices, and is situated on the opposite
side of the street at 5 Ul. Pokrovka,
(495) 973-9357, M. Kitai-Gorod
Khodzha Nasreddin v
Bukhare $$$
Images of old town are carefully
reconstructed with all details brought
in from Uzbekistan. 3 Ul. Novoslobodskaya, (495) 973-0514, M. Novoslobodskaya
Rakhat Lukum $$ Uzbek restaurant
conveniently located near Teatralnaya
Ploschad. Unusual interior. 11am-midnight. 9 Ul. Bolshaya Dmitrovka,
(495) 514-6478,
M. Teatralnaya. 10 Klimentovsky per.,
Bldg.2, (495) 953-9194, M.
Tretyakovksya 24 hours 6 Ul. Pokrovka, (495) 923-8022,
M. Kitay-gorod 24 hours
Uzbekistan $$$$ Oriental decor,
including hookahs and cushions.
Uzbek food with Arab and Chinese
touches. Belly dancing. Rooster fights
on Mondays. Noon-midnight.
29/14 Neglinnaya Ul.,923-0585,
M. Teatralnaya. E, K, R (Thu, Fri, Sat)
VIETNAMESE
Centre
Shanti $$$ Vietnamese restaurant
featuring traditional and fusion dishes.
Foreign guest DJs
on Saturdays. Wi-Fi. Noon–last guest.
2/1 Myasnitsky Proyezd,
(495) 783-6868, M. Chistiye Prudy.
E, R (Fri, Sat)

Cost of dinner for one without drinks $ = to $15 $$ = $15-30 $$$ = $30-50 $$$$ = $50-100 $$$$$ = over $100
E = English-language menu B = Business lunch R = Reservations recommended
K = Kids menu D = Delivery
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PASSPORT MAGAZINE (OCTOBER 2006) DISTRIBUTION
HOTELS
Alrosa
Ararat Park Hyatt
Art-Hotel
Baltchug Kempinski
Courtyard by Marriott
Globus
East-West
Hotel Irbis
Hotel Zarya
Iris
Katerina
Marriott Grand
Marriott Royal Aurora
Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Moscow Country Club
National
Novotel 1.
Novoslbodskaya
Novotel 2.
Sheremetyevo
Orlyonok
Ozerkovsky
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnye Kholmy
Tiflis
Volga
Akvarel Hotel Moscow
Zarya
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Kol'tso
BUSINESS CENTERS
American Center
Avrora Business Park
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Mokhovaya
Daev Plaza
Doug’s Steak House
Ducat Place 2
Gogolyevsky 11
Schwartzcopf & Henkel
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
McDonalds Building
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business
Center
Mosenka 1
Mosenka 2
Mosenka 3
Mosenka 4
Mosenka 5
Mosenka 6
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Parus Business Center
Petch & Abels
Romanov Dvor
Samsung Center
Sodexho, Riverside Towers
Sodexho, Expocentre
Sokol 10
Usadba Centre
Usadba Centre JTI
Western Bridge
Business Center
RESTAURANTS & BARS
13 Sandwiches
Cafe ATLAS

Academy
Acapulco
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar&Grill. Zemlyanoi
Val
Аmerican Bar&Grill.
Tverskaya-Yamskaya
Antonio
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open
Muskat
Baan Thai
BeerHouse
Beavers
Benihana
Bezh
Big-Pig-Pub
Bleachers
Blue Elephant
Bookafe
Maisoncafe
Cafe Roset
Cafe Mokka
Cantinetta Antinori
Сarre Blanc
Che Guevaro
Cicco Pizza
Coffee Bean, Pokrovsky
Coffee Bean,
Pyatnitskaya
Coffee Bean, Stretenka
Coffee Bean, Tverskaya
Colonna
Correas' da Milio
Courvoisier Cafe
Darbar
Deli France
Delis Cafe
Donna Klara
Dorian Gray
Doug & Marty's
Boarhouse
French Cafe
El Hacienda
Esterhazy
SunGate(Fame Cafe)
Fat Mo
Gallery of Art
Gandhara
Gibo e Viso
Gorki
Guilly's
Gulden
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Ichiban Boshi
IL Patio, Volkhonka
IL Patio,
Smolenskakaya
IL Patio, Tverskaya
IL Patio, Novinsky 31
IL Patio,
Leninsky Prospect
Italianets
AIST( Stork)
Khajuraho
Kivayaki
Labardans
La Hacienda
Le Club
Leonardo
Liga Pap
London Pub
Los Bandidos
Louisiana Steak House
Casual
Maharaja
Marios

Mekhana Bansko
Mesto Vstrechi
Cafe Michelle
Moka-Loka (МГИМО)
Moka-Loka
Molly Gwinn's Pub,
Krasnaya Presnaya
Molly Gwinn's Pub,
Novy Arbat
Molly Gwinn's Pub,
Pyatnitskaya
My Place
Night Flight
Noahs Ark
Nostalgie
Uni (Old Tokyo)
Paname
Pancho Villa
Paper Moon
Parisienne
Pinocchio,
Kutuzovsky Pr.
Pizza Maxima
Pizza Express
Planet Sushi, Tverskaya
Planet Sushi. Leninsky Pr.
Planet Sushi. Smolenskaya
Planet Sushi. Novinsky 31
Planet Sushi, Novy Arbat
Public
Pyramid
Rendezvous, Hotel Iris
1 floor
R&B Cafe
Rosie O'Grady's
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Seven Seas
Shafran
Shant
Shamrok
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Starlite Diner. Mayakovskaya
Starlite Diner. Octyabr’skaya
Sudar
Tapadecomida
T.G.I.Friday's.
Leninsky Pr.
T.G.I.Friday's. Tverskaya
T.G.I.Friday's.
Novoslobodskaya
T.G.I.Friday's. Novy Arbat
Talk of Town
Tesora
The Place
The Real McCoy
Tofu
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uley
Uzbekistan
Vanilla SKY
V.I.P. National
Vesna
Viva la Vita
China Drea
White Sun of the Desert
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya
MEDICAL/ DENTAL
CENTERS
American Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medical Center
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center

International SOS
Medical Clinic
U.S. Dental Care
RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES
Dunaevsky 7
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills
Rosinka (Office)
Rosinka (Sportcenter)
BUSINESS
ORGANIZATIONS
American Chamber
of Commerce
European Business Club
Russo-British Chamber of Commerce
FITNESS CENTERS
Dr. Loder. Ostozhenka
Dr. Loder. Strastnoi Boul.
Gold's Gym
Sport Line Club
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Sport Club
AIRLINES/TRAVEL
COMPANIES
American Express
Aviatransagentstvo
Capital Tours
Delta Airlines.
Gogolevsky 11
Delta Airlines.
Sheremetyevo
Egypt Air
Feras
Finnair
JAL. Tverskaya
JAL. Sheremetyevo 2
Streamline
Swiss International
OTHER
Allied Pickfords
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
Aerobusinessservice
Apple Computer
Baker Hughes (Aerostar Place)
ВВС
Citi Bank
Crown Relocations
DHL
Ernst & Young
General Electric Co
General Motors CIS
Goodyear
Halliburton
Hinkson Christian Academy
IBM East Europe-Russia
Indian Shop
Ital-Market
Jones Lang LaSalle
Little Angels Kindergarten
Mars LLC
Mega. Khimki
Mega. Teply Stan
Moscow Voyage Bureau
NB Gallery
Nestle
Penny Lane Realty
Passport Magazine
Office
PBN Company
Philips Russia
Procter & Gamble
Russian-American Christian University

PriceWaterhouse
Coopers
Shishkin Gallery
Kalinka Stockmann
Stockmann Khimki
Stockmann Teply Stan
The Baltimore Sun
The Concept
The Expat Salon
The Imperial Tailoring
TSM Limousine service
Unilever
Uniastrum Bank
Wimm-Bill-Dann
Wrigley's Moscow
EMBASSIES
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
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Recipe

Filet Steak

with Rosemary Potato Cake, Fresh Asparagus
and Tomato Comfit with exotic crab sauce
This is the signature dish of the new Doug’s Steak House at 30 Tsvetnoi Boulvar and was created by the Executive Chef, Tim Freeman, who presides over
the kitchens of the Steak House and the adjacent Blowfish, Japanese Fusion
restaurant.
Tim recommends that you use only the best quality beef with lots of marbling.
The meat cooks in the marbling so you don’t need cooking oil. Setting the steak
aside to ‘rest’ allows the juices to be drawn back into the flesh so you don’t get
blood spurting out when you cut into it, even if rare.
Many people use a charcoal grill for cooking steaks. Tim decries this habit, as it
produces a very dry steak. All the juices and natural fats drip down onto the pan
leaving the meat dry.
Preparation
Dust filet with salt and black pepper to taste
Grate potato, discarding juice
Chop rosemary
Chop chives (keeping separate), and keep stalks
Crush garlic clove
Garnish
Crush chives in olive oil, making a green paste that should not be too
watery. Set aside.
Rosemary Potato Cake
Take the grated potato, mix with rest of the rosemary, all the parmesan,
salt and black pepper, add a whisked large egg, fill a former (a flat
round ashtray will do at a pinch), add a few drops of olive oil and press
down until it is a perfect disk about two or three centimeters deep.
Empty the round of potato onto a plate. The round should retain its
shape and add a few drops of olive oil to both sides and place in the
refrigerator until ready to use.

Cooking
Tomato Comfit
Wash and quarter tomato, add about a third of the chopped rosemary,
mix in salt, pour in a tablespoon of olive oil and place all in a baking
dish and put in the oven at 100 degrees for one hour.
Potato Cake
40 minutes after the comfit has been in the oven, heat a teaspoon of
olive oil in a saute pan; place the potato cake in the pan and gently
fry for ten minutes, without turning; then place in oven beside the
tomato comfit.
Ingredients (per serving)
Well marbled fresh filet of beef, 300gms
Meat from one medium crab claw
1 large new potato
100 grams fresh rosemary
50 grams fresh chives
20 grams fresh Parmesan cheese
1 large egg
1 large tomato
Handful of fresh spinach leaves
Sprig parsley
10 grams butter
Olive oil
Salt
Black pepper
White pepper
1 clove garlic
40 grams of 38% cream
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Steak
Heat a saute pan on high heat, drop in the steak, turn over until there is
a brown crust on all sides, then reduce heat to medium and keep cooking, turning occasionally for seven to ten minutes depending on how
you like your steak done. Remove the pan from heat and set aside to
‘rest’ for ten minutes.
Spinach
Melt the butter in a skillet, toss in the spinach leaves, salt to taste, mix in
the crushed garlic and cook until spinach leaves are soft.
Exotic Crab Sauce
Place the cream in a sauce pan, bring to the boil, reduce heat, add
crab meat, salt and white pepper to taste, return to the boil for five minutes or until reduced by 50%

Serving
Place the potato cake in the center of a large plate
Add the spinach
Add the tomato comfit
Add the steak on top, pour the crab sauce over
Add a few sprigs of chives on top
Sprinkle chive oil from a tablespoon in drops around the
edge of the dish

